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event. The conference is organised for postgraduate students and young research workers up
to the age of 35 and their tutors. Young workers are expected to present the results they had
achieved.
The conference is organised by the University of Žilina. It is the university with about
13 000 graduate and postgraduate students. The university offers Bachelor, Master and PhD
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engineering and in social sciences.
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Abstract. The paper presents the research results and the analysis of the influence of the basic physical
properties of the mineral fuels, biofuels and their blend with diesel oil (ON) with 30% ester content
(B30) used to fuel AD3.152 UR engine on the basic stream parameters of atomizing fuel: the mean
volumetric and superficial diameter of a drop the initial speed of the fuel outflow from the atomizer, the
velocity of stream front the atomizer, injected fuel charge and the voltage of vibroacoustic signal of
injector during engine work cycle. Investigations were carried out at the test bench, which included
measurement system for fast changing quantities. The research shows that physical and chemical
properties of engine fuel influence the mentioned stream parameters of atomizing fuel and vibroacoustic
signal of injector.
Keywords: atomizer, combustion engine, injector, vibroacoustic signal.

1.

Introduction

Building engines with higher unit power and with the best technical and economic
indeexes a very important economic task. Designing and manufacturing engines brings many
complicated problems connected with the necessity of improvement and optimisation the
combustion process and with reduction maximum gas pressure in the cylinder and the fuel in
the fuel system at the same time. The resolution of mentioned problems should be realised by
assuring the proper injection and fuel atomization characteristics, which are one of the
important factors influencing the natural environment pollution and noise emission. The
intensive research on supply systems in the self ignition engines resulted in precise injection,
which causes that the engine fulfil the exploitational requirements with minimizing the
negative influence on the natural environment.

2.

Test stand and measuring range

Testing were carried out at the test bench, which included AD3.152 UR engine, water
brake and also a control and measurement unit to control the stand and take readings of the
engine and brake work parameters. The stand was equipped with a system to take
measurements of important fast changing quantities: pressure in cylinder, pressure in the pipe
injection, the injector needle lift. Besides the test bench contain the piezoelectric charge
accelerometer B&K 4371V, which used to measurement to vibration acceleration. The
diagram of the research stand is shown in Fig. 1. and the Basic technical data of sensor are
presented in table 1.
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the research stand
The piezoelectric charge accelerometer B&K (model 4371S)
Parameter
Units
Charge sensitivity
pC/ms-2
pC/g
Frequency range
Hz
Mounted Resonance Frequency
kHZ
Residual nosie level
mg
Operating temperature range
0C
weight
gram

Value
1,02
10
0,1÷12600
42
0,24
-74÷250
11

Tab. 1. Basic technical data of the piezoelectric charge accelerometer [10]

The engine under investigation was the self ignition AD3.152 UR with fuel directly
injected into the combustion chamber located in the piston crown. During investigation the
engine fuelled by diesel feul Ekodiesel Ultra D, rapeseed oil fatty acids methyl esters (FAME)
and their blend with diesel fuel B30 (30% FAME).
Received result of investigation when the engine was fuelled by biofuel and B30
compared with results was received when the engine was fuelled by diesel fuel. During of
investigation the engine was operated external speed characteristic and manufacturing settig
engine. Physical and chemical properties of the examined fuels are presented in Table 2.
Parameter
Cetane number
Calorific value, MJ/kg
Density at 15°C, g/cm3
Kinematic viscosity, mm2/s (~40°C)
Ignition temperature, °C
Cold filter blocking temperature, °C
Average elementary composition, %: C
H
O
Sulphur content S, mg/kg
Water content, mg/kg
Particulate matter content, mg/kg

Ekodiesel Ultra D
diesel oil
51.4
43.2
0.8354
2.64
63
-23
87.2
12.7
0
9
43.8
5

FAME
plant fuel
51
36.7
0.883
4.47
above 130
-14
76.8
12.1
11
8.1
113
18

Tab. 2. Basic physical and chemical properties of engine fuels used in investigations [3,4]

The measurements of the pressure in the cylinder, in the pipe injection, the injector
needle lift and the vibroacustic signal were made for 50 engine work cycles. The engine
operated in the external speed characteristics, at the rotational speed from 1000 to 2200 rpm.
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The received results were as follows:
- the mean pressure in the cylinder,
- the mean pressure in the pipe injection,
- the mean injector needle lift,
- the mean tension amplitude of the vibroacustic signal of the injector.

3.

Analysis and results investigation

The knowledge of physical properties, technical data of tested engine and the
experimentally made indicator diagrams of pressures in the cylinder, pipe injection and
injector needle lift enabled to compute the velocity and the dose of a fuel flowing out of the
atomizer during the engine work cycle. The velocity of a fuel flowing out of the atomizer was
computed from the formula:
2 ⋅ ∆p , [m/s]
w=µ
(1)
ρ pal
where:
µ – coefficient of a fuel outflowing from the atomizer,
∆p=pw-pc, [MPa] – difference between the pressure in the atomizer hole and the pressure of
working medium in the cylinder,
ρpal, [kg/m3] – density of injected fuel.
The knowledge of hour fuel consumption a fuel dose was computed [1]:
Gh , [kg/cykl pracy]
(2)
gc =
30 ⋅ n ⋅ i
where:
i – number of cylinders,
Gh – hour fuel consumption,
n – rotational speed of the crankshaft [rpm].
n
[obr/min]
1000
1200
1400
1600
1800
2000
2200

Ne [kW]

µśr

16,509
19,935
23,402
26,58
29,531
32,399
26,786

0,56
0,52
0,58
0,65
0,73
0,75
0,57

wmax
[m/s]
117,09
108,39
128,83
150,78
177,61
188,12
144,12

10-6·gc
[kg/cykl]
47,733
45,648
45,032
43,514
45,277
45,156
37,045

pwmax
[MPa]
20,422
20,417
23,254
27,92
27,922
29,679
29,814

αw
[°OWK]
14,063
18,281
18,281
18,281
18,281
18,281
22,5

d32 [µm]
35.7
38.12
38.15
36.06
35.42
36.51
41.30

Tab. 3. The results of measurement and calculations of fuel injection parameters for the AD3.152UR engine
operated in external speed characteristics and fuelled by diesel fuel (ON) with angle of the fuel injection
advance 17 CA deg and with flow section of atomizer taps f = 246 10-9 m2
n
[obr/min]
1000
1200
1400
1600
1800
2000
2200

Ne [kW]

µśr

16,42
19,829
23,28
26,439
29,37
31,802
26,979

0,6
0,57
0,64
0,7
0,76
0,79
0,69

wmax
[m/s]
119,69
115,17
139,63
163,17
185,32
199,00
163,12

10-6·gc
[kg/cykl]
51,94
51,64
51,48
50,17
51,64
50,46
42,25

pwmax
[MPa]
19,80
20,23
23,73
26,90
29,35
31,32
27,92

αw
[°OWK]
14,063
18,28
18,28
18,28
18,28
18,28
19,69

d32 [µm]
37,90
41,65
39,51
38,00
36,25
35,21
38,76

Tab. 4. The results of measurement and calculations of fuel injection parameters for the AD3.152UR engine
operated in external speed characteristics and fuelled by rapeseed oil fatty acids methyl esters (FAME) with
angle of the fuel injection advance 17 CA deg and with flow section of atomizer taps f = 246 10-9 m2
11

n
[obr/min]

Ne [kW]

µśr

wmax
[m/s]

1000
1200
1400
1600
1800
2000
2200

16,552
20,112
23,464
26,649
29,793
32,062
27,253

0,54
0,58
0,64
0,68
0,66
0,69
0,63

108,08
119,92
141,64
160,02
161,85
167,65
155,45

10-6·gc
[kg/cykl
pracy]
50,72
49,69
48,56
49,4
46,06
45,93
38,61

pwmax
[MPa]

αw
[°OWK]

d32 [µm]

19,26
20,38
23,54
26,45
28,66
30,74
29,12

14,063
15,47
15,47
16,875
18,28
18,28
18,28

39,66
39,21
37,84
37,50
39,10
38,64
40,20

Tab. 5. The results of measurement and calculations of fuel injection parameters for the AD3.152UR engine
operated in external speed characteristic and fuelled by the blend of 30% of FAME and 70% of diesel fuel
with angle of the fuel injection advance 17 CA deg and with flow section of atomizer taps f = 246 10-9 m2
n [rpm]

The mean vibroacustic signal of the injector for the engine, U [mV]
ON
FAME
for 50 work cycles of the
for 50 work cycles of the
engine
engine
238
230
267
253
286
297
320
351
345
328
343
326
340
320

1000
1200
1400
1600
1800
2000
2200

B30
for 50 work cycles of the
engine
218
239
269
287
297
302
293

Tab. 6. The mean vibroacustic signal of the injector for the engine operated in external speed characteristic and angle
of injection advance 17CA deg fuelled by ON, FAME and B30

U, mV
0.45

0.3

0.15

0

-0.15

-0.3

t, s

-0.45
0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

4

Fig. 2. The exemplary course of the vibroacustic signal in the injector (U) in function with time for 50 work cycles
of the engine operated in external speed characteristic, fuelled by FAME, at the rotational speed 1400 rpm.
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4.

Conclusion

The analysis of research results allows to draw following conclusions: / To sum up, the
investigations showed that:
- maximum pressures in the cylinders were about 10% higher when the engine was
fuelled by biofuels for the engine operated in external speed characteristics,
- higher (at about 12%) doses of biofuels than mineral fuels were obtained,
- the mean amplitudes of the vibroacustic signal of the injector were lower (at about 1015%) when the engine was fuelled by B30 in comparison with ON and FAME,
- the maximum speed of the fuel outflowing from the atomizer in the engine fuelled by
tested fuels and operated in external speed characteristics was changing in the range
from about 108 m/s to about 200 m/s. The outflow velocities were higher when the
engine was fuelled by FAME than when it was fuelled by diesel fuel (ON). It can be
explained by the higher kinematic viscosity of biofuel (4,47mm2/s). The velocity of
outflowing fuel was changing in an extensive borders, so three forms of stream
disintegration can appear. The basic disintegration form was atomization, during which
large part of fuel is splited into drops,
- the fuel dose used during one engine work cycle was lower for the engine fuelled by
diesel oil than for the engine fuelled by FAME and its blend B30. Higher fuel doses
were received for the engine operating at lower rotational speed (1000-1400 rpm).
- for the engine operated in external speed characteristics and fuelled by commercial
diesel fuel at lower rotational speed (n=1000 rpm to n=1800 rpm) the mean diameter of
the drop d32 is lower than for the engine fuelled by FAME. When the engine was
fuelled by biofuels the mean diameter of the drop became smaller (from 41µ to 35µ)
when the rotational speed became higher (from 1200 rpm to 2000 rpm). The reduction
of the mean diameter of the drop size indicates smaller fuel atomization. Surface
tension and viscosity forces counteract drops disintegration, therefore the disintegration
process lasts to the moment, when forces that stabilize the drop become bigger than
forces that cause its disintegration.
- it is expedient and relevant to continue the research on pressing and fuel injection
processes in the case when the engine is fuelled by biofuels and its blend with diesel
fuel. The important task is to estimate the parameters of injection fuel process and
noise emission caused by the engine injection system.
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Abstract. In this article the author presents a model developed by Nicholaus Rott [6] and used the first
time by Gregory Swift [7]. This model presents how a simple plate introduced in a standing wave can
influence the fluid near the plate. The model represents the basis of the thermoacoustic engines [3], [4],
[5], [7], [8].
Keywords: Acoustics, Thermoacoustics, Thermoacoustic Engine.

1.

Introduction

This article present a model developed by Nicholauss Rott [6] and used the first time by
Gregory Swift [7] in one of his publications. The purpose of this work is to descript a simple
example where the acoustic and thermodynamic effects are nearly distinct. We will consider a
fluid supporting an acoustic plane standing wave [3, 4, 5], [7] and a single small solid plate
aligned parallel to the direction of vibration of the standing wave. We will present here how
the standing wave is modified by the presence of the plate.
This simple effect, produced by the interaction between sound wave and solid boundary,
are the basis of all thermoacoustic engines phenomena. To derive this basis effect with as few
complications as possible, we will make many simplifying assumptions.

2.

The single plate model

Consider a solid plate of length ∆x, width Π/2, and negligible thickness, as shown in fig.
1. The length ∆x is aligned along the x axis, and there is an ordinary acoustic standing wave
directed along x in the fluid around the plate with the pulsation ω. The acoustic pressure [2, 3,
4, 5], [7], [8] is:
p = p A sin (x / D ) cos(ωt ) ,
(1)
and the acoustic velocity:

v = −( p A / ρ 0 c ) cos( x / D )sin(ωt ) ,

(2)

where:
pA is the pressure amplitude at the pressure antinodes of the standing wave [N/m2];
D = c / ω = λ / 2π is the radian length of the wave [rad];
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c is the sound speed of the fluid [m/s]; ω = 2πf is the angular frequency [s-1]; f is the
frequency [Hz]; λ is the wave length [m]; t is time [s].
We have defined the width as Π/2 because a cross section perpendicular to x through the
plate a perimeter Π and we will see later that the heat flux along the plate is proportional to Π.
We will assume that an expansion to
first
order in the acoustic amplitude
y
suffices for all thermodynamic and
acoustic variables (pressure, velocity,
x
temperature, density, entropy), and we
adopt the usual complex notation for
time-oscillatory quantities.
For example, the pressure p will be
written:

∆x

p( x, t ) = p 0 + p1 ( x)e iωt

(3)

,

Π/2

with p1 (and similarly the other small
oscillating amplitudes) a function of
position, and all the time dependence
appearing in the factor eiωt.
z
The average values (subscript 0) will
Fig.1. The geometry of the simplest thermoacoustic
be real, but the small amplitudes
example
(subscript 1) will in general be complex,
reflecting time phasing of the oscillating
quantities.
We will use the complex exponential method of solution of linear differential equations,
and the convention that the real parts of this complex solution represent the actual, physical
solution. In this notation, the acoustic standing wave has the pressure given in (3) and x
component of velocity:
u = u1 e iωt ; with p1 = p A sin(x / D ) ≡ p1s ( x ) ; u1 = i ( p A / ρ 0 c )cos(x / D ) ≡ iu1s ( x ) .

(4)

s
s
To avoid confusing minus signs later, we take 0 < x < λ/4 so that we define p1 and u1 as
positive real functions of x. The superscript “s” refers to standing waves.

2.1. Oscillatory temperature
Without the plate
In the absence of the plate, the sound wave is adiabatic, and so there is an oscillating
temperature T1 related to the pressure p1 by: T1 = (∂T / ∂p )s p1 . In [2], [3], [4] and [7] we show
that:
T1 = β T0 p1 / ρ 0 c p ,
(5)
where: β is the thermal expansion coefficient, β = −(∂ρ / ∂T ) p / ρ ; ρ0 is average density
[kg/m3]; T0 is average temperature [K] and cp is the constant-pressure heat capacity per unit
mass [J/kgK].
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We have to note that: Since β T0 / ρ 0 c p is positive and real, T1 and p1 are in phase in an
ordinary sound wave; for ideal gases, it is easy to show that:

βT / ρ 0 c p = (γ − 1)T0 / γp0 .

(6)

We now introduce the plate [3], [4], [5], as shown in figure 1, into the standing wave and
begin our thermoacoustic calculation by first finding the temperature of the fluid near of the
plate:
T = T0 + T1 e iωt .
(7)
We will see that the plate modifies the original, unperturbed temperature oscillations of
equations (5) in both magnitude and phase. For fluid we defined [2, 3, 4, 5], [7, 8]: the thermal
penetration depth, δ k = 2a g / ω , is roughly the distance that heat can diffuse through the
fluid during a time 1/ω; ag is the thermal diffusivity [m2/s]; ω is the pulsation [Hz]; kg is the
thermal conductivity of gas [W/mK]; a g = k g / ρ 0 c p . For example [8] in air at the frequency f
= 1000 Hz, δk = 0,1 mm. To make rapid progress, we need several assumptions:
1. We assume that a steady state exists;
2. We assume that the plate is short enough (∆x << λ) and far enough from the both
velocity and pressure nodes that p1 and u1 can be considered uniform over the entire
plate;
3. The fluid is considered ideal gas, so it has zero viscosity, so u1 does not depend on y;
4. The plate has a large enough heat capacity per unit area that its temperature does not
change appreciably at the acoustic frequency;
5. We neglect temperature dependence of the thermophysical properties of the fluid and
plate;
6. We assume that the plate has a given mean-temperature gradient in the x direction:
dT r ;
∇T0 = 0 e x
dx
{
∇T0

7.

We neglect the plate’s thermal conductivity and the fluid’s thermal conductivity in
the x direction;
8. We also take the mean fluid temperature T0 (x) to be independent of y and to be the
same as that of the plate.
To calculate the oscillating fluid temperature T1 we begin with the general equation of
the heat transfer (entropy equation) [3], [4], [7], with the assumptions made becomes:
ρ

Ds δQ& v
 ∂s

=
+ ρs&i ; δQ& v = ρT  + v ⋅ ∇s  = ∇ ⋅ (k∇T ) +terms quadratic in velocities; (8)
Dt
T
 ∂t

r

&
&
with δQv = divq and q = −k∇T ; Qv is the volume density to the heat flux [W/m3] ; q is the
density to the heat flux [W/m2]; k is the thermal conductivity [W/mK] .
This equation shows that the entropy at a point changes in time due to the convective
flow of entropy, conduction of heat, and generation of entropy by quadratic terms (equals to
zero by assumptions made). Keeping only first-order terms, and neglecting thermal conduction
along x, equation (8) becomes [3], [4], [7]:
2
2
ds 0 
d 2T1

or T1 + i δ k d T1 = T0 β p1s − ∇T0 u1s .
ρ 0T0  iωs1 + u1
 = kg
dx 
dy 2
2 dy 2
ρ0c p
ω


(9)
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Here

δ k2 = 2k g / ρ 0 c pω .

(10)

To calculate the solution T1(y) we use the boundary conditions:
1. Boundary condition imposed by the plate T1(0) = 0,
2. Oscillatory temperature far from plate has a finite value T1(∞) = finite.
The solution is:
(1+ i ) y
−

−

Tβ

∇T
T1 =  0 p1s − 0 u1s 1 − e δ k  . So: ℜe1 − e
ρ c




ω
 0 p




(1+ i ) y
δk

 y 
y
− cos  

 = 1 − e δ k  δ k  ,



 y 
y
(1+ i ) y
− sin  
−


δ
δ .
ℑm1 − e δ k  = e k  k 





(11)

The terms in this equation are easily interpreted. The fluid far from the plate, y >> δk,
makes negligible thermal contact with the plate. In that case we have:
Tβ
∇T
T1 → 0 p1s − 0 u1s .
(12)
ρ0c p
ω 3
1
424
3 12
II
I

The first term here is simply due to the adiabatic compressions and expansions of the
fluid. The second term comes from the mean-temperature gradient in the fluid ( ∇T0 ). As the
fluid oscillates along x with displacement amplitude x1 = u1s / ω the temperature at a given
point in space oscillates by an amount ∆T0 u1s / ω even if the temperature of a given piece of
fluid remains constant. The actual temperature oscillations are just a linear superposition of
these two effects.
In this case we replace T1 = 0 in equation (12), so [3, 4]:

∇T0crit = T0 βωp1s / ρ 0 c p u1s , or ∇T0crit = T0 βc 2 tg (x / λ ) / c p λ ,

(13)

there is a critical mean-temperature gradient (equations (4) show that p1s / u1s = ρ 0 ctg ( x / D ) ).
For this ∇T0crit the temperature oscillations at a point are zero; the fluid properties and
standing wave geometry conspire so that the temperature changes due to the pressure
oscillations cancel those due to the displacement oscillations.
The critical temperature gradient is important because it is the boundary between the
heat pump and prime mover functions of thermoacoustic engines, and ∇T0 ≅ ∇T0crit for
efficient engine performance.
For ideal gases:

γ − 1 = T0 β 2 c 2 / c p .

(14)

Substituting both these results into equation (13) we have:

∇T0crit = (γ − 1)T0 tg ( x / D ) / λ .
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(15)

3.

Conclusion
For an engine we want to have a very little value for T0 / D (so to a very little value

for ∇T0crit ) to obtain a big value for the wave length ( λ ).
In the full expression of T1 the “y” dependent part of equation (11), 1 − e −(1+i ) y / δ k , is
complex. It approaches one “1” for y>>δk and zero “0” for y<<δk where the plate imposes the
condition T1 = 0. Most importantly, for y ≅ δ k , its magnitude is still of the order of one “1”,
but it has a substantial imaginary part.

(

)
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Abstract. The problem of parameter identification for a four-degree-of-freedom robot was solved using
specially developed differential filters [1]. The data were fine-tuned using the input error method [2].
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1. Introduction
The rapid developments in computer hardware and software and, consequently, the
common use of computers to control processes have aroused wide interest in mathematical
modeling, control processes and, accordingly, control system identification.
The method of identification applied in the analysis involves fine-tuning of the inverse
model. The method can be used only for such values of the input signals that are determined
from the measurement data. Identifying a dynamic system by means of the input error method
(Fig. 1) requires looking for a model that generates the same input as the object. Only in the
case of model reversibility is such a procedure possible. This reversibility is true for linear
minimum-phase models and a certain class of non-linear models where the input is determined
basing on the output data.
Let us assume, for instance, that the object is described by means of a differential
equation:

f ( y ( n ) , y ( n−1) ,..., y, θ ) = x .

(1)

where f is a certain known function. Thus, the identification error is defined as:

e = x − xˆ ,

xˆ = f ( y ( n ) , y ( n−1) ,..., y, θˆ) .

(2)

A drawback of this method is that derivative estimates need to be determined. An
advantage, on the other hand, is that it is not necessary to solve the differential equations
describing the model at each step of iteration.
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Fig. 1. A block diagram of the process of estimation of the inverse model parameters

The fundamental problem related to the implementation of the input error method and its
generalization is the necessity to determine the estimates of signal derivatives. This is
achieved by applying differential filters.

2. A mathematical model of a robot manipulator
The analysis was conducted for a manipulator with four degrees of freedom, the structure
of which is presented in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Manipulator model

Let us determine the velocities of points A, B and C.

U ij = T1 ⋅ T2 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅T j −1 ⋅ Θ ⋅ T j ⋅ T j +1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅Ti
r
r
r
rA(1) = rB(3) = rC( 4) = [0,0,0,1]T

(3)

The kinetic energy of the system is:
r
r T
1
1
K1 A = U 11rA(1) m A rA(1) U 11T = m A L2θ&12
2
2
r ( 3) r ( 3) T T 2 1
1 3
K 3 B = ∑ {U 3 j rB mB rB U 3 j }q& j = mB {[ L + ( L1 + s3 ) cosθ 2 ]2 θ&12 +
2 j =1
2
2 &2
2
&
+ (L + s ) θ + s }
1
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3

2

3

(4)

r(4) r(4)T T 2 1
1 4
U 4 j}q& j = m {[ L + ( L + s ) cos θ + L cos(θ − θ )]2 θ& 2 +
∑ {U r m r
1 3
2
2
4 2
1
2 C
2 j =1 4 j C C C
+ [( L + s ) 2 + L2 + 2( L + s ) L cos θ ] θ& 2 + s& 2 + L2θ& 2 }
1 3
2
1 3 2
4 2 3
2 4
K

4C

=

K = K1 A + K 3 B + K 4 C

The potential energy of the system is:
Π = Π1 A + Π 3 B + Π 4C = −(m A + mB + mC ) gh − (mB + mC ) g ( L1 + s3 ) sin θ 2 +
+ mC gL2 sin(θ 4 − θ 2 )

(5)

PD controllers were used to ensure stable operation of the system and generation of
a signal required for the identification process. As a result, a set of closed-loop equations was
derived. The manipulator dynamics could then be defined by applying the Lagrange equations.

d ∂K ∂K ∂Π
−
+
= τ 1 , τ 1 = K p1 (θ r1 − θ1 ) − K d 1θ&1
dt ∂θ&1 ∂θ&1 ∂θ1
d ∂K ∂K ∂Π
−
+
= τ 2 , τ 2 = K p 2 (θ r 2 − θ 2 ) − K d 2θ&2
dt ∂θ&2 ∂θ&2 ∂θ 2
d ∂K ∂K ∂Π
−
+
= τ 3 , τ 3 = K p 3 ( s r 3 − s3 ) − K d 3 s&3
dt ∂s&3 ∂s&3 ∂s3

(6)

d ∂K ∂K ∂Π
−
+
= τ 4 , τ 4 = K p 4 (θ r 4 − θ 4 ) − K d 4θ&4
dt ∂θ&4 ∂θ&4 ∂θ 4

3. Simulation of the manipulator model
This section discusses the results of a simulation of closed-loop equations including
a robot model with PD controllers. The collected data will then be used in the identification
algorithm.
First, the pre-determined signal was defined: [θ r1 θ r 2 sr 3 θ r 4 ] . The signal was assumed to
be a properly delayed step function (each arm with a different delay) passing through an
additional low-pass filter with a boundary frequency Ω g = 0.025 [ rad ] . The filtering was
responsible for limiting the signal spectrum.

Fig. 3. Responses of

θ 1 ,θ 2 , s 3 ,θ 4
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The responses are not satisfactory from the point of view of regulation. The aim of the
study was to generate signals to be used in the identification process. It is advisable that the
pre-determined signals and the controller parameters be carefully selected so that the signals
provide sufficient information about the object dynamics.

4.

Identification

Let us recall that the robot mass and arm length are the unknown parameters denoted
as χ = [m A , mB , mC , L, L1 , L2 ] . The method used for the parameter identification is represented
graphically in Figure 1. It is assumed that the measurement data concerning the trajectories of
the generalized variables and the necessary input signals are available. The estimate of the
input signals, τˆ f , is determined basing on the current estimates of the object
parameters χˆ = [mˆ A , mˆ B , mˆ C , Lˆ , Lˆ1 , Lˆ2 ] . These equations have the same structure as Eq. (6); yet,
the unknown parameters, χ , are replaced by the estimates, χ̂ , the generalized variables are
replaced by variables filtered through a low-pass filter, and their derivatives (which are not
measured) are replaced by their estimates obtained by using relevant differentiating filters. Let
us assume that the boundary frequency of the differentiating filters is: Ω g = 0.2 [rad ] . The
identification requires determining the estimates of the parameters responsible for the quality
factor minimization.

J ( χˆ ) =

1T f
f 2
∫ (τˆ − τ ) dt ,
T0

(7)

where τ f is an input signal filtered with a low-pass filter.
The identification procedure is commenced for the following initial values:
χˆ = [51 26 16 0.85 0.65 0.25] . The final values of the parameters are determined after
1340 iterations of the minimization algorithm. The estimates χˆ = [49.9201 25.0225 14.9591

0.800161 0.600063 0.200312] slightly depart from the real values of the parameters,
χ = [50 25 15 0.8 0.6 0.5] .

5.

Conclusion

In contrast to the conventional output error method, which involves comparing and
estimating input signals, the input error method is considerably faster. The identification
procedure does not require solving a series of differential equations in each iteration of the
algorithm minimizing the quality factor.
It should be noted that the spectrum of the pre-determined signals is limited. In spite of
the fact that the robot system is a non-linear system, the following relationship is obtained for
the filtered signals: τˆ f ≅ τ f , if χˆ = χ . As the slight differences are due to the system nonlinearity and quantization errors, the equation can be solved approximately.
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Abstract. It happens that the results of car examination, made in different diagnostic stations in different
conditions are not similar. In this paper it was analyzed the influence of air pressure in tires on reliability
of the car’s technical examination, especially considering passenger cars. The purpose of this work is an
experimental evaluation of influence of air pressure in car tires on effectiveness of suppressing vibrations
by suspension system, which has effected on general car condition and safety in road traffic.
Keywords: diagnostic line, pressure in tires, car vehicles, effectiveness of suppression, suspension
method EUSAMA.

1.

Introduction

The main objective of a car suspension system is to ensure good adhesion of car wheels
to the road and possibly the highest comfort of traveling for its users. Proper functioning of the
suspension system has direct influence on the safe movement of a car on the road, it is also the
condition of appropriate operation of other safety systems, e.g. braking system.
To examine shock absorbers installed in a car, and in fact, vehicle suspension, are used
practically two methods: the method of free vibrations and the method of forced vibrations.
The first method includes the evaluation of vibrations (specifically, the number of vibration
semi-periods) of a motorcar body caused by throwing down the body from the stationary state.
In newer types of free vibrations method, the loading force of a wheel on the ground is
measured [1]. The second method includes forcing vertical vibrations of a wheel with the
frequency of 16-25 Hz [2].
Those methods make use of a well known fact of high sensitivity of the suspension
system vibrations amplitude to the suppression in the resonance zone. Those methods include
the method suggested by BOGE Company. A never variation of the second method of vehicle
shock absorbers examination method is the method called EUSAMA (an acronym of an
original name of the European Association of Shock Absorbers Manufacturers). The values
recorded in this method are the static load forces as well as dynamic load forces of a road
wheel on the road (the plate of the forcing equipment).
In this paper, the maximum permissible total mass of vehicles is expressed in tones [t],
and the pressure in tires is given in bars [bar]. This is connected with the universality of those
units in technical examinations and scaling of the examination equipment in the said units.
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2.

Examination station

Tests were performed in a regional vehicle examination centre. It was performed on a
station type TUZ-1 by Unimetal [3-5]. This is a station used for performing technical tests of
vehicles (with a maximum permissible mass – mpm up to 3,5t) suspension systems
suppression efficiency. This equipment consists of two separate measuring sets (vibrating),
a control – indication unit and a computer [6-11].
Vehicle suspension system technical examination result depends on:
 The technical condition of an examined vehicle,
 Design and performance of the station,
 Present technical condition of the examination stand,
 Surrounding conditions (temperature, pollution of tires or plates of vibrating sets),
 Human factor (care of performance the examination, correctness of setting the wheels
on the plates, etc.).
The result of technical examination of vehicle suspension system depends on many
factors, whose influence is difficult to maintain on the stable level. Suspension system
examination results might differ from the objective state – actual state. So, it is crucial to
assess the influence the conditions might have on the measurement and its results. It is
obvious that the change of tire pressure influences the suppression of vehicle suspension
system. There is a requirement of keeping the pressure in tires on the level close to the
nominal one (approximately 2 bars). However, there is no detailed information about the
magnitude of the said pressure changes influence on suppression of suspension systems in
various vehicles. Due to this, a detailed aim of those examinations is assessment of tires
pressure (in given vehicles) on the values of EUSAMA indicator, which has been assumed as
a measure of vehicle suspension technical condition.

3.

Description of examinations objects

There were two vehicles subject to technical examination, Fiat Punto, year of
manufacture 2006 and Skoda Fabia manufactured in 2006. They are vehicles with maximum
permissible mass up to 3,5t. They both had efficient chassis systems, including the suspension
systems. Tires met technical requirements which permitted the vehicles to traffic. The tires
dimensions were compliant with manufacturers’ requirements. The examination was
performed in a short time (three weeks) in order to reduce the impact of possible changes
resulting from normal operation of vehicle (the use of suspension system elements) on the test.

4.

The course and test conditions

In this work the EUSAMA indicator value was assumed as a measure of suspension
suppression and it results from the percentage relation of minimum wheel pressure on the test
plate during vibrations in the resonance scope to the static pressure of the wheel [1].
The tests included checking the efficiency of suspension system suppression specified by
the EUSAMA metric within the scope from the half of nominal pressure in a tire to the
pressure higher than the nominal, with an increment by 0.2 bars. Nominal pressure in both
vehicles was 2.0 bar. The pressure in the tests was adjusted by means of a pressure control and
adjustment device – type PA-10K. This is an attested electronic device with microprocessor
automatic equipment for adjustment and control of the pressure especially in car vehicles tires.
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Vehicle wheels were located centrally on the examination station for checking the
suspension system suppression effectiveness (measuring plate) – Fig. 1. During the tests
a driver was not inside the car.

Fig. 1. Vehicle wheel location on measuring plates.

5.

Test results

In the Tab. 1 there are results of tire pressure influence on the efficiency of suspension
system suppression (the values of EUSAMA indictor) in Fiat Punto, manufacturing year –
2006.
Pressure [bar]
1,0
1,2
1,4
1,6
1,8
2,0*
2,2
2,4
2,6
2,8
3,0

Front axle [%]
Rear axle [%]
Side
Side
Left
Right
Left
Right
79
76
54
60
77
75
48
54
73
73
44
49
66
66
36
40
61
61
31
34
54*
56*
26*
31*
48
48
16
25
44
44
11
19
39
38
8
16
35
34
3
11
32
32
1
8
*values referring to the nominal pressure

Tab. 1. Results of suspension system examination of Fiat Punto, manufacture year – 2006.

The next vehicle tested on the TUZ-1 test station, in which the influence of tire pressure
on EUSAMA indicator was examined was Skoda Fabia combi (estate car). The Tab. 2 consists
of the results of this vehicle suspension system test.
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Pressure [bar]
1,0
1,2
1,4
1,6
1,8
2,0*
2,2
2,4
2,6
2,8
3,0

Front axle [%]
Rear axle [%]
Side
Side
Left
Right
Left
Right
80
81
75
74
79
81
73
76
78
81
74
73
75
76
71
71
73
74
67
66
70*
71*
61*
61*
65
69
57
58
63
64
54
54
59
61
50
50
57
59
47
46
54
55
43
42
*values referring to the nominal pressure

Tab. 2. Results of suspension system examination of Skoda Fabia, manufacture year –2006.

6.

Tests results analysis

Indicator EUSAMA [%]

The results gathered in Tab. 1 and Tab. 2 were presented in a graphic manner for both of
the examined vehicles in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.

80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

Front left
Front right
Rear left
Rear right

1 1,2 1,4
1,6

1,8 2 2,2
2,4 2,6 2,8
3
Pressure [bar]

Fig. 2. The relationship between the tire pressure and the EUSAMA indicator for Fiat Punto 2006 suspension system
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Indicator EUSAMA [%]

80
60
Front left
Front right

40

Rear left

20

Rear right

0
1 1,2 1,4
1,6 1,8 2
2,2 2,4 2,6
2,8 3
Pressure [bar]

Fig. 3. The relationship between tire pressure and the EUSAM indicator for Skoda Fabia combi (estate car) 2006
suspension system.

As it can be seen from the diagrams in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, the tendency of suspension
system suppression effectiveness, expressed by EUSAM indicator, is very clear. The tire
rigidity which is changing together with the tire pressure has a clear influence on the values of
the aforementioned indicator. It signifies suspension system susceptibility to changes of
pressure in tires. The consequence of that might be qualification during suspension system
technical examination to the condition not conforming to the actual state.
Examining vehicle suspension system suppression effectiveness in different tire pressure
values, one might come to the conclusion that with the increase of tire pressure, the
effectiveness of suspension system suppression decreases. In case of tire pressure of 3.0 bar,
the rigidity of a tire increases considerably and its suppression is much lower than in case of a
tire not inflated to the nominal pressure, which is expressed by a lower value of EUSAMA
indicator.
Based on the results of conducted examinations, one might come to the conclusion
that in case when a basic principle of preparing a car i.e. adjusting proper tire pressure
recommended by a manufacturer prior to the technical examination, is not met, the assessment
of the suspension system might not be credible – this is proved both by the measurements and
the diagrams made on their basis.
Analyzing obtained relations in the Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, one might notice that the difference
of EUSAMA indicator value between the axles of Skoda Fabia is lower in comparison to the
earlier examined vehicle – Fiat Punto. This is to some extent caused by higher loads of the
rear axle of Skoda Fabia on the road, because this is a vehicle with an estate car body, which
means higher load on the rear axle. One might also spot that in Skoda Fabia, the difference of
EUSAMA indicator value on one axle between the extreme tire pressure values is lower than
in Fiat Punto vehicle. This shows that the suspension system of this vehicle is less susceptible
to the changes of tire pressure changes.
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7.

Conclusion

Based on the conducted tests and achieved results, one might form the following
statements:
 As the tire pressure increases, the EUSAMA indicator value for suspension systems of
both vehicles has a decreasing tendency.
As a result of tire pressure change within the scope of 1.0-3.0 bar, the difference between
the lowest and the highest suspension suppressing efficiency indicator value exceeds 50% for
both of the examined vehicles.
 The value of the EUSAMA indicator depends on the static pressure of a wheel on the
ground.
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1.

Introduction

When analyzing the worm gear shown in Fig. 1 in terms of the mating of the worm with
the wormwheel is can be stated that the worm plays a role similar to that of a rack mating with
a cylindrical gear – the momentary axis of rotation is in this case a straight line perpendicular
to the worm axis and parallel to the wormwheel axis.

Fig. 1. A cylindrical worm gear [1]

The geometric locus of axes of rotation for the wormwheel will be the rolling plane,
while for the worm – the rolling cylinder with a teeth pitch equal to the teeth pitch of this
worm, which is a constant quantity. It should be added that, in contrast to cylindrical toothed
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gears, in worm gears a slip occurs on the rolling line. However, owing to the fact that the pitch
of the worm and the pitch of the wormwheel are identical, the name "rolling wheel" for the
wormwheel and the name "rolling surface" for the worm are preserved.

2.

Mating of the worm with the wormwheel

The detailed analysis of the toothing is quite often not possible, or is uneconomic;
therefore, it is crucial to understand the influence that the type of worm and some toothing
parameters can exert on the system of the line of contact and the extent of the toothing region.
The shape of the contact line and its position, as well as the toothing region extent
depend on many factors, of which the following can be ranked among the main ones:
• type of worm
• lead angle and tooth profile angle
• wormwheel rim shape
• number of worm and wormwheel teeth
• position of the toothing pitch point.
The position and shape of the line of contact is influenced most decisively by the type of
worm – Fig. 2. The toothing shape variation is different and depends on different worm
variants. In gears with worm of a concave tooth profile, both the toothing shape and the course
of the line of contact is markedly different from that occurring in gears with worms of
rectilinear helical surfaces, or with cone-derivative worms. Figure 2 shows the projection of
the line of contact for two different worms, which are Archimedes’ worm and the involute
worm. In both cases, these are single-coil worms with a small lead angle; whereas, with
increasing helical line lead angle the differences between the involute worm and Archimedes’
worm become greater.

a)

b)

Fig. 2. The course of the line of contact between worm teeth and wormwheel teeth [2]: a) Archimedes’ worm,
b) involute worm.

If a theoretical hypothesis of an ideal gear, that is the one where the mating elements are
sufficiently rigid and executed practically with no deviations and there is no need for
lubrication, is analyzed, the conclusion can be drawn that such toothing in both gear elements
would be most advantageous, which is as close as possible to the nominal surfaces satisfying
the basic principle of meshing within the entire meshing region – Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. The illustration of the correct position of the line of contact as a function of the angle of gear rotation
(the legend on the right-hand side is expressed in [°]) [1].

In the case of coupled gears, where the gear tooth surface are of an envelope nature in
relation to one another, theoretically a linear tooth contact occurs; therefore, when analyzing
the gear it is generally assumed that the contact between worm teeth and wormwheel teeth is
linear. In reality, though, it is not possible. Individual gear elements always exhibit some
flexibility and, as practice and calculations show [1], the errors of gear assembly or execution,
even in the case of mating of surfaces of mutually envelope character, will transform the linear
tooth contact into a punctual one that can move to the outer worm wheel face, which could
cause accelerated wear or breaking of wormwheel teeth. When making a gear it should be
made sure to create the best possible conditions for lubrication of mating gear elements. In the
worm gear, the friction work is particularly great, therefore assuring the proper lubrication of
the gear, and especially preventing the teeth from being removed from the oil at the time of
they entering into meshing, is crucial for the whole gear mating process.
As practice and performed calculations show [1], the errors of gear assembly or
execution, even in the case of mating of surfaces of mutually envelope character, will
transform the linear tooth contact into a punctual one that can move to the outer worm wheel
face, which could cause accelerated wear or breaking of wormwheel teeth. Therefore, worm
gears should be executed and assembled very accurately, and any possible errors should be
used as the parameters for locating the contact and the trace of fitting of the gear.

3.

Conclusion

In the case of the analyzed worm surface and the kinematics of machining determined for
it, there is only one linear-contact surface coupled with this surface, whereas there may be any
number of surfaces with a punctual contact with it. This creates definitely grater possibilities
in the design and engineering of worm gears, but, at the same time, the solution of the task in
that case becomes more difficult.
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Indeed, in the analysis of mutually coupled surfaces it is sufficient to limit the task to the
determination of the mating tooth surfaces, whereas in the case of the punctual contact it is
necessary to design the construction and the technology of execution of gear elements, while
allowing additionally for the analysis of their meshing, that is the determination of the actual
points of contact between the mating elements. Gears with linear tooth contact are sensitive to
execution and assembly errors which are actually not possible to be excluded in the gear
execution process; they can only be minimized. Punctual-contact gear, on the other hand, will
be less sensitive to such errors.
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Abstract. The paper deals with the issue of wheel / rail contact stresses analysis. The stress analysis can
be solved by different methods: experimental and simulation – computational. From the range of
experimental methods, the photo- elastimetry method is known and utilized. We are interested in the
contact solutions with the help of the Finite element method methodology. There is a need for this
special couple bodies deformations, contact patch and contact stressing analysis in detail. The results of
strain – stress computations by the Hertz and the Strip method are available for comparison.
Keywords: wheel /rail contact patch, stress analysis, photo-elastimetry, finite element, Kalker method.

1.

Introduction

In general, we can divide the contact issue into a point contact (that can be carried out in
one point, two points, or more than two points) and a contact in a contact patch. We will
search and assess this type of contact mainly in normal and tangential directions. Although
there is a need for the contact patch and contact stresses between railway wheel and rail
assessment, it is necessary to judge more types of methods proposed for the evaluation and
verification of this case. For the purpose of suitable computational method choice, it is useful
to carry out a comparable computation with the couple of two cylinders with their simple
radii.

2.

Rail /Wheel Contact Analysis

An important parameter which influences the power effect of a wheel on the rail is
the size and shape of the contact area as well as the normal stress distribution which has the
impact on it. Nowadays various methods are used to find out the size of contact areas and
stresses. It is necessary to mention the Hertz method as one of the oldest and up to date used
methods. It provides acceptable results for a large area in spite of many simplifications.
Another representative is the stripe method which is thanks to its results close to reality and it
is used in the following calculations, or the Kalker’s method for the performance of more
detailed and precise “half spaces contact” evaluation. Nowadays, another group of calculation
programme systems (ANSYS, MSC.MARC, ADINA...) is used to a certain extend. The
systems work on the base of the Finite elements method theory. Searching for the contact
problems solution with the help of FEM is the subject of the paper too. The analytical
computational methods capabilities were mainly in the past completed or enhanced by
experimental methods of contact stresses evaluation on the base of visualization.
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2.1. Experimental Methods
The photo-elastimetry method is based upon the principle of the light refraction during
the transition through the object manufactured from a transparent material on which the
external load acts. There it is possible to perform the tests on the test rig as it is shown below.
The advantage is the smart gaining of the results, the disadvantage is, that it is possible to
analyze the stress only in one plane.
Polariser

Model

a)

Analyser

b)

c)

Fig. 1. The polarization phenomenon principle and the test rig for experimental stresses evaluation.

Description: 1 – lever, 2 – frame, 3 – test disc, 4 – clutch, 5 – prism, 6 – pin, 7 – arm, 8 –
a wheel for torque moment transmission, 9 – locknut , 10 – lever for torque moment
generation, l1, l2, and, r are arms [m], on that act the forces F1, F2, Fn, Ft [N].
These principles were utilized in the past at the Department of Transport and Handling
Technology. The model was compounded from the cylinder phi 200x8 and 500x8 and the
prism 45x45x8 manufactured from EPOXI E110 and EPOXY E13. Mechanical and load
parameters were known. Similar to them we carried out the model computation with the help
of ANSYS programme package. The stress distribution in comparison to the experimental
research is shown in the Fig. 2.

a)

a)

Fig. 2. The normal and tangential stress distribution visualized by the experiment and assessed by the computation
with the programme ANSYS.

Fig.2a) shows the couple of normal stress evaluations and Fig.2b) shows the tangential
stress distribution. The shapes of both stress distribution figures of experimental results
correspond to the shapes gained by the computation.
2.2. Analytical Computational Methods
The above mentioned methods can be divided from the point of view of the possibility to
evaluate the surface stresses only and surface and inner body stress evaluation into two ranges.
The methods of half space contact evaluation (hertzian and quasihertzian) can be included in
the first group. They are very fast and useful for computations of vehicle dynamics. The Finite
element method is much slower but the internal stress distribution can be evaluated.
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a)

b)

c)

Fig. 3. The FEM element, meshed FEM model normal stress distribution assessed by the computation with the
programme ANSYS.

The computations were carried out on two cylinders of 300 mm radius (rail) and 425 mm
radius (wheel) cylinders.
2.3. Results Comparison
In the Tab.1 there is the list of computational results. The FEM models had been
compounded from different types of FEM [1].
Nr.

FEM Element

Semi-axis
a [mm]

Semi-axis
b [mm]

Ellipse area
S [mm2]

Middle
pressure pS
[MPa]

Max.
pressure
pmax
[MPa]

CPU
time
[min]

1

SOLID185 /1mm/m

7,93

6,000

149,48

668,993

1225

10

2

SOLID185 /0,5mm/m

7,743

6,000

145,878

685,5

1231

27

3

SOLID185 /0,25mm/m

7.25

5.520

125,727

795,337

1235

184

4

SOLID187 /1mm/f

8,439

6,000

159,07

628,65)

1211

25

5

SOLID187 /0,5mm/f

7,86

6,000

148,158

674,95

1205

135

6

SOLID187 /0,25mm/f

7,7433

5,985

145,582

686,87

1203

486

Hertz method

7,1937

5,4197

122,48

816,43

1224,65

15

Tab. 1. Results gained from four various models.

a)

The schematic layout of
wheel /rail position
b)
Fig. 4. Stress distribution of the real shapes rail and wheel evaluation (a), contour of maximum stress b).
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3.

Conclusion

From the range of experimental methods, the photoelastimetry method was utilized. The
results gained by this method for the tested model correspond to the results of analytically
gained results. This method has its advantages and disadvantages. The Finite element method
was tested for the purpose of a contact stress distribution evaluation. The results in addition to
the ellipse axis parameters and contact pressure distributions include the stress parameters
under the body surface. The assessed CPU time of FEM analyses were from 10 minutes to 8
hours. For the purpose of surface and internal stress evaluation, it is effective to use the FEM
based method, but it is needed to pay attention to input parameters and finally to increase the
precision of a computational model. For better results evaluation it is suitable to create an
algorithm and to build the code in MATLAB system. With the help of this programme we will
be able to assess the parameters, which is not easily possible with the postprocessor of
ANSYS programme.
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Abstract. The purpose of this article is to present the professional preparation of a car mechanic
according to car mechanics themselves. It presents the influence of human factor, which conditions the
improvement of service and repair processes at service stations of car vehicles. It compares the levels of
practical and theoretical preparation of graduates of professional basic and professional secondary
schools. Moreover it studies, the following issues: assessment of time assigned for professional training,
necessity to take part in additional courses, choice of profession according to interests and willingness to
work as a car mechanic.
Keywords: human factor, educational system, professional preparation, questionnaire research.

1.

Introduction

With system and economical transformation in Poland within the last dozen of years,
there has been a change in the way how students of professional secondary schools are
prepared to perform their profession including the profession of a car mechanic. The
observation of this way shows, that qualifications acquired by graduates of those schools do
not meet the requirements of present garages in Poland. The previous system of service and
repairs of car vehicles comprised homogenous vehicles in respect of the brand. Those vehicles
were characterized by low technological complication. Present system of service and repairs
of car vehicles comprises not only vehicles, which are diversified from the perspective brands,
models or the age, but also vehicles which are technologically advanced. This enforces
changes in the education of future car mechanics on the level of secondary schools educating
the profession of a car mechanic.
The purpose of this article is to present the influence of human factor, particularly
professional preparation, on the quality of works performed at service and repair stations. The
research referred to assessment of professional preparation in practical and theoretical aspect
with reference to opinions of graduates of schools preparing for the profession of a car
mechanic.

2.

The characteristic of present educational system

In the present educational system a future car mechanic is expected to show
a professional flexibility, which can be achieved by basic and extended education. In the
observed way of education, a scarcity of present model of professional education is
noticed [1].
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The quality of services and repairs at service stations of car vehicles is influenced by
factors that can be reduced to three main groups [2,3]:
 human,
 technical (technological),
 economic.
This article focuses on the human factor presented in Fig. 1 characterized by, among
others, the following elements: psychophysical, the ability to solve problems or the quality of
professional preparation. The factor of professional preparation is particularly analyzed taking
into consideration opinions of graduates of schools educating car mechanics.

Fig. 1. Selected elements of human factor on quality of service and repair stations.

Differences in practical and theoretical preparations in professional basic schools and
professional secondary schools educating car mechanics were presented.

3.

Research on influence of theoretical professional preparation

A questionnaire research was carried out to assess the professional preparation.
Graduates of professional basic schools and professional secondary schools, which prepare for
the profession of a car mechanic, took part in the research. The research was carried out in 42
schools: 39 professional secondary schools and 36 professional basic schools. The research
comprised period of time between 2006 and 2008. In the research 2196 graduates of
professional secondary schools and 1782 graduates of professional basic schools which
educate the profession of a car mechanic took part.
The research had a form of questionnaire with closed and open questions. The closed
questions were characterized according to nominal alternative scales (with bi-partite
classification) and a gradual scaling of attitudes was applied. In this case a rank scale was
used, where the answer was scaled according to the nominal scale [3].
The first question referred to the preparation level of the graduates of secondary schools
to perform the profession of a car mechanic in theoretical aspect. The second question referred
to the same group of graduates but from the perspective if practical aspect. To determine the
level of self-assessment of competence a five-point Likert item [4,5] was applied.
The sequence of the rising scale of assessment:
1: very low level,
2: low level,
3: medium level,
4: good level,
5: very good level.
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The results presented in Fig. 2 show that both practical and theoretical preparation are
assessed at second and third rank in five-point scale of answers. Such results show medium or
low level of preparation of graduates of professional secondary and professional basic schools
for the profession of a car mechanic.

Fig. 2. Distribution in percentage of responses of graduates of professional secondary schools for question referring
to the level of professional preparation for the profession of a car mechanic:
a) level of theoretical preparation, b) level of practical preparation.

4.

Ancillary research

Next step was a second part of the questionnaire research, whose aim was to assess time
assigned for practical education of the profession and required for additional trainings. It was
checked if students chose the school according to their interests and if they plan to work as car
mechanics. The following questions were included in the questionnaire:
 Do you think that time assigned for practical education of the professional is sufficient
for a future car mechanic?
 Do you think that before starting work as a car mechanic you should take additional
courses?
 Did you choose the profession of a car mechanic according to your interests?
 Do you plan to work as a car mechanic after graduation?
This part of the questionnaire consisted of closed questions, which were characterized
according to nominal alternative scales (with bi-partite classification). Students could only
give affirmative or negative answer (Yes, No). For the fourth question tripartite classification
was applied comprising the following answers: Yes, No, I have no opinion. Fig. 3 presents the
results.
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Fig. 3. Distribution in percentage of responses of students of professional secondary and professional basic schools
to the question about time assigned for practical education of the profession, necessity to take additional
training, choice of the profession according to interests and plan to work as a car mechanic.

5.

Conclusion
 During the research invariable quality of education in the period of research perceived
by graduates was confirmed,
 Most of inquired persons assess both their theoretical knowledge and practical skills
on second on third level in five-point classification,
 Relatively low percentage of graduates plan to work as car mechanics , although with
reference to the research, they chose the profession according to their interests,
 Students of professional secondary schools and students of professional basic schools
show deficiencies in practical preparation and express necessity to attend courses
improving their qualifications.
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1.

Introduction

The energetic system is classified among absorption cooling systems. A working
medium is mixture of the lithium bromide liquid with water.
There is an analysis of course of pressure in particular branches of a nonconventional
energetic system (see Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Block scheme of the nonconventional energetic system.
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2.

Manipulation with a pump, expansion and reduced valve

All of measurement practiced on a test unit of the nonconventional energetic system.
Manipulation with a pump - the change of rotation speed and the change of position of the
expansion and reduced valve.
Fig. 2 shows the impact of a hydrostatic height of liquid on pressure sensors while the
test unit is in sleep mode. The change of flow of liquid (resulting from the change of the pump
rotation speed) is shows in Fig. 3. The max flow of liquid was achieved in the time of 780 s.
Fig. 4 shows course of pressure and flow caused by the manipulation with the expansion
and reduced valve. The expansion valve is fully open in the time of 1500 s. The reduced value
is continually regulated from the time of 1575 s (see Fig. 4). Fig. 5 illustrates the change of
pressure and flow of liquid after turning-on an air pump in the time of 2160 s.

Fig. 2. The test unit in sleep mode.

Fig. 3. The flow of liquid.
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Fig. 4. Manipulation with an expansion and reduced valve.

Fig. 5. Turning – on an air pump.

3.

Conclusion

The paper contains a file of pressure and flow liquid measurement. In the presented Figs.
it can be seen an effect of manipulation by controls on nonconventional energetic system
and effect of controls on physical quantities.
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1. Introduction
The thermodynamic advantage of a combined-cycle applies not only for use in a power
plant that produces power alone, but also for those which provide heat or process steam as
well. Fig.1 shows the flow diagram of such an installation with a backpressure turbine.
The thermodynamic superiority of the combined-cycle plant over a conventional power
plant is even more pronounced in cogeneration plants than it is in plants used only to generate
electricity. The drop between the average heat input to the process and that of the exhausts is
greater in a combined-cycle plant than in a steam power plant.
If both types of power plants have to supply heat at the same temperature level, the loss
in temperature drop is the same in both cases but. the relative loss in combined-cycles is
smaller because the total drop available is larger. The following combined-cycle installations
can be considered for cogeneration plants:
• combined-cycle plant with a backpressure turbine,
• combined-cycle plant with an extraction/condensing turbine,
• gas turbine with a waste heat boiler.
Though the gas turbine with a waste heat boiler is no longer a genuine combined-cycle
plant (it operates without a steam turbine), it can be viewed as a limit case. All installations
can be equipped with supplementary firing, which might even be of considerable advantage
for the cogeneration process because it offers a much greater design and operating flexibility
than available with waste heat utilization alone. The production of steam or thermal energy
can be controlled independently of the electrical power output because the gas turbine assumes
control of the power output and the auxiliary firing handles control of the steam or heat
generation. Cogeneration plants can be classified into three categories as follows:
• industrial power stations to supply process steam to industrial plants,
• thermal power stations to supply thermal energy to district heating systems,
• power plants coupled to seawater desalination plants.
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Fig. 1. Diagram of the principle of a Combined Cycle plant used for cogeneration, 1 – Fuel line, 2 – Gas Turbine, 3
– Steam line, 4 – Water line, 5 – Condensate line, 6 – Supplementary firing, 7 –preheater, 8 – evaporator, 9 –
economizer, 10 – pump, 11 – Deaerator / Feed water tank, 12 – Reducing station, 13 – Steam Turbine, 14 – Generator,
15 – flow mixer / divider, 16 – heat consumer, 17 - motor

2. Industrial Power Station
Wherever both electrical power and process steam are needed. It is thermodynamically
and generally also economically better to produce both products in a single plant.
The number of possible solutions is large because each plant is a "special case." As an
example, we will cite here a process with a single pressure level for the process steam. Often
the cases involved are more complicated but the basic considerations remain unchanged. One
important core parameter for cogeneration plants is the power coefficient, the ratio between
the electrical power and the thermal energy produced [2].
One characteristic of the combined-cycle plant is its high minimum value for this power
coefficient. It is therefore more likely to be suitable for processes where a relatively great
amount power must be generated.
2.1. Example of a Combined-Cycle Industrial Power Plant
Just as we did for power generation alone, we will base further considerations here on
one given example, specifically: a gas-burning plant with supplementary firing, equipped the
same 70 MW gas turbine as our other examples, and a back pressure turbine (absolute
backpressure 3.5 bar). Tab.1and Fig.1 contains the main technical data for this unit.
2.2. The Effect of the Most Important Design Conditions
As with combined-cycle plants used for generation of power alone, the air temperature is
of particular importance here, too, for power output.
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In industrial processes, the demand for power generally does not depend on the ambient
temperature. As a result, one is often compelled to select the highest ambient temperature for
design purposes.
The pressure level of the process steam and the power coefficient also are of importance
for design, because the pressure of the process steam directly affects the enthalpy drop in the
steam turbine. The higher the pressure, the less electricity is produced.
If this pressure is very high, the use a steam turbine becomes questionable since its
pressure differential is then too small. In that case, the steam process reduces to a waste heat
boiler.
Fuel
Gas Turbine Power Output
Backpressure Steam Turbine Power Output
Station Service Power
Net power output of the Plant
Heat input to the Gas Turbine
Heat input to the supplementary firing
Process Steam Flow
Process Steam pressure
Thermal Energy of Process steam
Rate of fuel utilization
Power Coefficient
Electrical yield
Efficiency of power production

Natural Gas
69 100 kW
44 700 kW
1400 kW
112 400 kW
230 000 kW
79 600
65,3 kg.s-1
3,5 bar
152 000 kW
85,4 %
0,74
36,8 %
79,9 %

Tab. 1. Main Technical Data of the Combined Cycle industrial Power Plant

The power coefficient of the plant is affected mainly by three parameters:
• the amount of fuel supplied directly to the boiler,
• the size of the condensing portion of an extraction /condensing turbine,
• the pressure level of the process steam.
Supplementary firing makes it possible to lower the power coefficient. However, this
capability is limited because lowering it too much would reduce the thermodynamic
advantages of the combined - cycle plant. Combined-cycle plants should be employed only
where the power coefficient is high. That feature must not, however, be considered as a
disadvantage since for industries which require low power coefficients it is often a better idea
to obtain the power needed from the connected grid and to generate the steam in conventional
steam generators.
An extraction/condensing turbine offers greater design and operating flexibility in the
direction of higher power coefficients. The condensing portion of the turbine makes it possible
to increase electrical power produced at the cost of process steam generation. However, this
procedure works out unfavorably on the overall efficiency.
The backpressure turbine represents the optimum case for cogeneration. As soon as the
power coefficient required changes, one moves away from that optimum. To the left of the
maximum is the case with mixed process steam production: one portion of the process steam
is being produced in the backpressure turbine and the remainder in a steam generator. Here,
too, the efficiency of power production drops off rapidly.
2.3. Effect of the Most Important Parameters
When selecting the design data, it is necessary to distinguish between a fired and an
unfired waste heat boiler. With supplementary firing, one should select live steam data similar
to those for conventional steam power plants. Just as for plants used to generate electricity, the
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feed water temperature must be as low as possible so as to attain a good utilization of the heat
in the waste heat boiler. Without supplementary firing, the live steam data should be selected
according to specific defined criteria for plant. The live steam pressure should, however, be
higher to assure a reasonably high enthalpy drop between the live steam and the process
steam. This is especially true if a relatively high pressure level is required for the process
steam. Poorer heat utilization results, and this loss must be regained in a low pressure
evaporator. Normally such low pressure systems are used only for the generating of process
steam. Generally it is not worthwhile to introduce the low pressure steam into the turbine
because of the slight pressure differential available between the low pressure and the process
steam.

3. Conclusion
When designing a cogeneration power plant, the rule is always that for given economic
conditions its design must always be simpler and less expensive than that for a power plant,
which generates power alone. Thus, for example, the efficiency of the turbine can be a bit
poorer because the losses in the machine are recovered energetically in the form of additional
process heat.
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1.

Introduction

This contribution was created within the frame of a project under the name “Equipment
of a wheel chassis of mobile working field machines by a caterpillar chassis”. The project was
submitted at the Department of Automotive Technology on February this year.
We can see the small tractor AGZAT with its original engine and chassis in Fig. 1 on the
left. The small tractor with the caterpillar chassis is shown in Fig. 1 on the right.

Fig. 1. Small tractor AGZAT.

2.

Feasible solution

In this solution a combustion engine BRIGGS & STRATTON is selected. The main
reason for the choosing of this engine was the increase of the engine power over the value of
ten kilowatts together increase the engine life. The weight of small tractor is about
290 – 300 kg
Fig. 2 shows the speed-torque diagram of the original combustion engine
AGZAT JM 4 – 002.
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Fig. 2. Speed-torque diagram.

In the Figs. 3 and 4 we can see the speed-torque diagram and the view of the engine
BRIGGS & STRATTON. The value of max. tourque is 35,3 Nm / 2600 r.p.m.

Fig. 3. Speed-torque diagram.

Fig. 4. Engine BRIGGS & STRATTON.

Equation (1) shows the calculation of the tractive force on the wheel:

Fh =
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M 1
⋅ ⋅η [N; Nm; m]
R i

(1)

where

Fh – tractive force,
M – torque,
R – radius,
i – gear ratio,
η – efficiency.

Fig. 5 illustrates the dynamic characteristic of small tractor with the original engine and
with engine BRIGGS & STRATTON
Dynamic characteristic
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Fig. 5. Dynamic characteristic.

From the dynamic characteristic results that the max. speed of small tractor with engine
B & S and original gear box is 11,2 km.h-1 on 3rd speed gear. The max. value of the tractive
force is 15,1 kN on 1st speed gear, 7,7 kN on 2nd speed gear, 3,6 kN on 3rd speed gear and
25,5 kN on z° speed gear.
The Tab. 1 shows the technical parameters of the original gear box on the small tractor.

i1
i2
i3
iz

gear ratio
125,112
66,395
32,434
205,2

efficiency
η1 0,91
η2 0,88
η3 0,85
ηz 0,94

Tab. 1. Technical parameters.

3. Conclusion
BRIGGS & STRATTON engine can be used as a replacement of the original engine
AGZAT JM4 – 002 on the original small tractor. This engine is a construction with a vertical
crankshaft and with air cooling. We will need a next gear box between the engine and the
original gear box because of the different revolutions per minute of the mentioned engines,
and think ahead with a slower machine run of the small tractor. The second solution
of choosing engine is using an engine with engine cooling by water.
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Abstract. Within the context of the AM70 truck-launched bridge development by company VOP-026
Šternberk Czech Republic, on the base of brief description of scissor-shaped mobile bridge and its laying
operation, this article outlines requirements on new hydraulic drive of funicular laying mechanism.
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1.

Introduction

Military mobile bridges take place in crisis management also in peace. They are wellproven means especially during such disasters as floods. Engineer corps of the Army of the
Czech Republic are equipped with armored vehicle-launched bridges (AVLBs) of different
types, among others with AM-50 truck-launched bridge. Nowadays a new AM70 trucklaunched bridge is being developed. However, the new AM70 keeps some disadvantages of
the outmoded AM-50 conception. Further, thanks to different gravity axis layout, AM70 deals
with even more difficulties given by funicular actuation of the scissor-shaped bridge.

2.

Laying Operation

The run of laying and loading operations of the AM-50 truck-launched bridge is shown
at Figure 1. The bridge laying mechanism is mounted on the back side of the truck. There are
two actuating ropes at laying mechanism, these two ropes are connected singularly to both
parts of scissor-shaped bridge, see Figure 2.
 Winch rope
 Opening rope
The ropes obviously can only pull the bridge parts. Then, for pushing the bridge parts
and for supporting the ropes, there are two mechanisms installed, see Figure 2 and Figure 3:
 Bolster
 Mast
AM-50 crews experience troubles with actuating ropes within all the bridge laying
operation and vice-versa during the loading operation along similar trajectories [1].
Difficulties with actuating ropes cause unwanted delays, which decreases tactical and
operational capability of the mobile bridge. The ropes require proper leading, especially in the
phases when approaching or leaving particular pulleys. In these phases the laying and loading
operations must be interrupted often from different reasons:
 Manual corrections of the rope positions in pulleys and winch drum
 Elimination of unwanted oscillation of the bridge and truck
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Fig. 1. Run of the laying and loading operations of the AM-50 truck-launched bridge.

2.1. Bolster-Ropes Cooperation
After the AM-50 or AM70 truck-launched bridge is established in the starting position
for laying operation, the bolster tilt can begin.

Fig. 2. Main parts and possible bridge gravity axis layout at the end of bolster tilt.

The bolster, actuated by a pair of hydraulic pistons, lifts the bridge up from the truck. At
the end of the bolster tilt – see Figure 2 – the bolster bottom touches the ground to provide a
stabilization support for next bridge operations above the obstacle.
The opening rope should slacken in this phase, to keep the bridge closed.
The winch rope unreeling must be coordinated with bolster tilt, because the winch has
two antagonistic roles here:
 At the start of the bolster tilt – winch pull unwanted – to let the bolster to lift the
bridge. The winch also must not rip the bridge out from the connecting plate. To
avoid ripping the bridge from the connecting plate, there is an interlock at the new
AM70.
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 At the end of the bolster tilt – winch pull needed – to keep the bridge leaned on the
bolster. In the case of slacken winch rope, the bridge could fall from the bolster to the
obstacle (and twitch the slacken winch rope) either because of wind, or because of its
gravity forces layout, see Figure 2. This effect is highlighted at AM70 with much
heavier bridge stanchion than at AM-50.
2.2. Mast-Ropes Cooperation
After the bolster bottom touches the ground to provide a stabilazation, the opening rope
must tighten and then the mast-winch cooperation can begin.

Fig. 3. Main parts, bridge self-opening parallelogram and forces layout within the mast raise.

The mast, actuated by a hydraulic piston, pushes the bridge from the bolster to the
position above the obstacle, see Figure 3.
The opening rope actuator is stopped in this phase, but the parallelogram kinematics
cause the bridge self-opening and it keeps approximately constant slope of the outlying bridge
part during the mast raise. [2] Force R in the opening rope is given by the balance at the bridge
middle hinge axis – mostly by the gravity of outlying bridge part with stanchion G2. Due to
opening parallelogram, the force R increases the needed force M in the mast piston. This effect
is highlighted at AM70, because its stanchion “got weight” more than bridge parts, comparing
AM-50.
The winch rope unreeling follow the mast raise, to avoid the bridge fall into the obstacle.
So, there is need of a „tug-of-war“ between the mast and both ropes (balance at the connecting
plate hinge axis), even when the bridge gravity axis is positioned above the obstacle. This
„tug-of-war“ causes excessive stress of mast and winch. This problem is highlighted at AM-50
by needless mast overbrake and overheats of the hydraulic fluid, because there is no remote
control of secondary pressure relief valve in the AM-50 mast circuit.
2.3. Ropes Cooperation
After the mast is raised at its full range, see Figure 3, the opening rope and winch rope
cooperation starts. The bridge parts just hang on both ropes in this phase, without push of any
other mechanism, see Figure 4.
The opening rope starts reeling, in order to open fully the bridge. Force R in the opening
rope is given by the balance at the bridge middle hinge axis – mostly by the gravity of
outlying bridge part with stanchion.
The winch continues unreeling, in order to lower the bridge. Force W in the winch rope is
given by the balance at the connecting plate hinge.
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Fig. 4. Main parts and trouble with the winch rope slacken within cooperation with the opening rope.

Due to opening parallelogram, the force W in the winch rope is decreased by the force R
in the opening rope. This effect can even cause the winch rope slacken; see Figure 4, which is
unwanted but often at AM-50. [2] In such situation the bridge become uncontrollable, because
continued reeling of opening rope causes not intended lowering and opening (around the
bridge middle hinge), but just unwanted lift of the bridge (around the connecting plate hinge).
Then the operator has to reverse – unreel the opening rope, to get sufficient force W in the
winch rope, and finish the bridge manipulation with lower stanchion trajectory above the
obstacle. This unwanted effect is highlighted at AM-50 with mechanical self-folding
sidewalks, which raise passive resistance against the bridge opening and closing as well.
Both the winch rope and opening rope are approaching their supporting mast pulleys
subsequently in this phase, and the opening rope leaves its winding pulley in the bridge, see
Figure 4. Ropes approaching and leaving pulleys cause significant dynamic effects, even
oscillation of whole machine including the truck on the bolster bottom. These troubles are
highlighted at AM-50 with simple on-off control of the hydraulic actuation.

3.

Conclusion

Most of described difficulties during laying and loading operations are caused by
funicular actuation of both parts of the scissor-shaped mobile bridge. When keeping this
outmoded AM-50 conception, the new AM70 hydraulic drive should deal with these inherited
disadvantages. Then, there is need for sophisticated master-slave control of hydraulic pressure
and flow rates in partial circuits of the cooperating mechanisms. Utilization of modern
proportional valves and advanced electronics give a good chance.
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Abstract. This paper presents the results of a project focused on building a special laboratory stand
presenting capabilities and tasks which can be realized by a hydro-electric pressure switch.
The first stage of the project aimed at designing the system. First of all, a didactic stand was
provisionally planned and several project calculations were done in order to select appropriate elements
and their parameters. Then, a simulation was performed with the use of FluidSim Hydraulics programme
by Festo. This application allowed to check the assumed conception of the system’s operation.
The second stage of the project was connected with making the didactic stand. In the first place the
process of controlling the system by the control panel was checked. This way of controlling is easy and
convenient for the operator. Next, the pressure transmitter was added to the system. With the appropriate
adjustment of the switching pressure, the return stroke of the cylinder was realized automatically.
The research shows that it is possible to control actuator pressure by hydro-electric switch
pressure.
Keywords: switch; hydraulics, pressure.

1.

Introduction

1.1. Working rules of hydro-electric transmitter
The main task of pressure transmitter is to switch on and off the electric circuit by microswitch. It is done by pressure change in the hydraulic circuit depending on inputted value of
the pressure of the switch. Pressure transmitters are mostly used to control valve or the process
for example: emergency stop (engine emer. Stop). These pressure transmitters can signalize
the state of connection through optical (LED diode) or acoustics (bell) signals.

Fig. 1. Symbol of the hydro-electric pressure switch.

1.2. Construction of hydro-electric pressure switch
Piston pressure switch
Hydro-electric pressure switch showed in Fig. 2, is a piston pressure switch. If the
pressure to be monitored is lower than the set value, the micro-switch (5) is operated. The
pressure to be monitored is applied via orifice (7) to piston (2). Piston (2) is supported on
spring plate (6) and acts against the infinitely variable force of compression spring (3). Spring
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plate (6) transmits the movement of piston (2) to micro-switch (5) and releases the latter when
the set pressure is reached. This switches the electrical circuit on or off depending on the
circuitry.
The mechanical limit stop of spring plate (6) protects micro-switch (5) against
mechanical destruction in the event of a sudden pressure drop and, in the event of
overpressure, prevents compression spring (3) from hitting the block.

Fig. 2. Hydro-electric pressure switch of type HED8.1 – housing; 2 – piston; 3 – compression spring;
4 –adjustment element; 5 – micro-switch; 6 – spring plate; [1]

Transmitters with a spring tube
There is a transmitter with spring tube in fig.3. Increasing pressure which flows through
a damping tube connected by a quick coupling (4) sealed by a gasket (8) works on the spring
tube (2) making its strain. When the pressure reaches the adjusted value, the spring tube
initiates the lever of the micro-switch.

Fig.3.
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Hydro-electric pressure switch of type HED 2: 1 – housing; 2 – bourdon tube;
3 – micro-switch; 4 – quick coupling; 6 – terminal board; 8 –gasket; 9 – absorber; [2]

2.

Analysis and results investigation

In the first part of the research a circuit with actuator controlled by steering desk was
checked. This steering process was done by a proper adjustment of directional valve. In the
initial position of that valve, oil is pumped to the right chamber of the actuator (the piston is
blocked). After turning on the electrical circuit, the valve’s solenoid is provided with voltage,
which causes switching a directional valve. The valve will go back to its initial position when
there is no voltage on the solenoid.
In the second part the pressure transmitter was added. This transmitter controls the return
of the actuator in the pressure function. There are three different states which depend on the
switching pressure adjusted to the transmitter:
1. When the switching pressure on the transmitter is set on a minimal value, the piston
of the actuator is not moving, because the pressure value in the source chamber of the
actuator has reached the adjusted value on the transmitter. This pressure was created
by a friction of piston needed to start moving.
2. When the switching pressure on the transmitter is set on nearly the same value of the
pressure, the piston of the actuator will go back to its initial position automatically.
The piston will only return when it reaches its final position, because mechanical
limits of expansion makes the pressure in the source chamber of the actuator reaches
the pressure value of the source.
3. When the pressure value on the transmitter is larger than the pressure of the source,
the piston does not return automatically, because the pressure in the source chamber
of the actuator is lower than the switching pressure value set on the transmitter.

Fig.4.

Circuit diagram: 1 – pump unit; 2 –pressure relief valve; 3 – directional valve; 4 - manometer ;
5 – pressure transmitter; 6 - actuator; 7 – steering desk; 8 –power supply adapter 24V

The state diagram of the circuit is presented in fig. 5.
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Fig.5.

3.

State diagram.

Conclusion

Transmitters may be applied in hydraulic circuits in many ways. They can be used to
control circuits, regulate forces, or as emergency switches. Regulating forces of the surface
pressure may be done by adjusting the switching pressure on the transmitter. This force
depends not only the pressure value of the source but also on the switching value of the
pressure set on the transmitter.
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Abstract. Finite element analysis was used to investigate the influence of the Coulomb friction on the
results of the impact four-point bend tests. A simple formula for quasi-static part of the dynamic stress
intensity factor (DSIF) was derived taking into account the friction. It was shown that friction leads to
increasing of forces on strikers and on supports, their quasi-static components behaved similarly.
Opposite conclusion was drawn for DSIF and its quasi-static component, which decreased with friction.
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1.

Introduction

Friction practically does not influence the results of quasi-static four point bend (4PB)
tests, because specimen slides along the rolling strikers, supports. The strikers and supports
are fixed during an impact 4PB test, so the friction could have much influence on the test
results in this case. The influence of friction on the results of impact three-point bend (3PB)
tests was investigated by Rokach [1]. The 4PB case is slightly different, at least because there
is also some friction between the strikers and specimen. In this study influence of friction on
results of the impact 4PB test is investigated in similar way. First, formula for quasi-static
component of the dynamic stress intensity factor (DSIF) is derived taking into account
friction, then there are presented results of finite element (FE) simulations of impact 4PB tests
conducted for various specimens and various coefficients of friction (CoF).

2.

Quasi-static part of the dynamic stress intensity factor

After some transition period the quasi-static component of DSIF become dominant.
When crack starts to grow sufficiently late, quasi-static methods of the dynamic fracture
toughness evaluation could be used. This makes computation of the quasi-static part of DSIF
an important task.
When the force on striker F increase monotonically, the strikers slides along the
specimen surface in the direction of the center section of the specimen, for monotonically
increasing force on support R, the supports slides along the specimen surface in the direction
of the specimen ends, so, for monotonically increasing forces F, R, the friction forces Ft, Rt act
as it is shown in Figure 1a. The quasi-static 4PB test with friction in zones strikers/specimen
and supports/specimen could be decomposed into three simple cases of loading: frictionless
4PB and two cases of loading presented in Figure 1. c,d.
The supports and strikers spans, considered in this paper, were the same as in
experiment reported by Böhme [2]: SR=4W, SF=W, where W is specimen width (see Figure
1a). Formulas presented in this section were derived for such spans.
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Fig. 1. The decomposition of the quasi-static 4PB test with friction in zones specimen/strikers and
specimen/supports into simple cases of loading.

A standard formula for the stress intensity factor (SIF) for 4PB from [3] was used. The
formulas for SIF for loading cases presented in Figure 1c,d were obtained by fitting of the
results of FE analysis. They had the same form:

K Ii =

P
Z i (λ ), i = F , R,
B W

(1)

where λ= a/W is the relative crack length, ZF, ZR are dimensionless functions:

Z F (λ ) = 1.145 + 0.313λ + 2.701λ2 ,

(2)

Z R (λ ) = 18.391 - 152.973λ + 584.965λ2 - 925.102λ3 + 586.643λ4 .

(3)

The accuracy of formulas (1) for 0.3≤λ≤0.7 is better than 1%.
The influence of friction on SIF for increasing friction forces F, R is obvious: additional
loads Ft, Rt try to close the crack, so the SIF would be smaller than in frictionless case. If F
and R decrease, the influence of friction is opposite. The above could by written as one
formula using sign function (f – CoF):

(

)

K I = K I4 PB − f ⋅ sign(F& )K IR + sign(F& )K IF ,

(4)

where the dots denoted the derivatives with respect to time, equilibrium condition R=F was
used.
For the displacement-controlled test forces have to done more work to achieve the same
displacement as in the frictionless test. Therefore, force on striker Ff is greater than in
frictionless test F (see also Fig. 2 and Fig. 3). The correction factor could be evaluated using
virtual displacement principle in similar way as it was done in [1]:

Ff =

F

1 − f (α + β )

,

(5)

where α=δF/δ, β=δR/δ, δ, δF are the normal and tangent displacements of the point on
specimen surface where striker hit, δR is the tangent displacement of the point on specimen
surface where the specimen touch the support. The approximation for φ=α+β was found by
fitting of the results of the FE analysis:

φ (λ ) = 0.474 + 0.183λ + 0.057λ2 ,

(6)

the accuracy of this formula is better than 1%. The formula (4) with force (5) allow to
compute SIF for 4PB with friction for given load level.
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3.

The results of FE simulations of impact 4PB tests

The interaction between the specimen and supports, strikers is more complex during
impact 4PB tests. Forces on the striker and on support F(t), R(t) vary quite fast, so there are
frequent changes in the directions of friction forces, in addition there are also periods when the
strikers and/or supports are stuck to the specimen.
Direct FE simulations were conducted for impact and quasi-static 4PB tests, commercial
FE software ADINA 8.4.1 was used. The following set of parameters was considered:
L/W=4.1, 4.2, …, 6, a/W=0.3, 0.4, …, 0.7, f =0, 0.1, …, 0.8. Other test parameters, used in
simulations, were the same as in experiment reported in [2]. The plots, presented here, are in
dimensionless scales with dimensionless time: τ=t(Eρ)1/2/W (E, ρ are the Young modulus and
density of specimen material, respectively, v is an impact velocity without unit, B is the
specimen thickness).

Fig. 2. The results of quasi-static and impact 4PB tests for L/W=4.1 and a/W=0.3 (a)-(c), a/W=0.5 (d)-(f) (straight
lines represent results of quasi-static FE simulations).

It was noted that the proportionality between friction and normal forces is violated
frequently due to the sticking between specimen and strikers, supports and changes of the
direction of friction forces. This affect the values of forces on strikers and supports, which
oscillate around values less than their quasi-static components (see Figs. 2, 3).
It was observed that friction between strikers and specimen does not influence much test
results. The Figs. 2, 3 shown that friction increase the quasi-static components and amplitude
of loads and decrease DSIF and its quasi-static component.
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Fig. 3. The results of quasi-static and impact 4PB tests for L/W=5.5 and a/W=0.3 (a)-(c), a/W=0.5 (d)-(f) (straight
lines represent results of quasi-static FE simulations).

It was also noted that formula (4) agree well with the result of the FE simulations of the
quasi-static 4PB test.

4.

Conclusions

Friction between specimen and strikers, supports increase the forces on strikers and
supports and decrease the DSIF. Simple formula for quasi-static part of DSIF for impact 4PB
test with friction was derived and good accuracy with FE was achieved was achieved.
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1.

Introduction

Most useful information about the diesel combustion process can be obtained by the
measurement and analysis of the cylinder pressure. Specifically, the indicated mean effective
pressure and the apparent heat release rate can be computed. Other quantities such as the peak
pressure and the peak rate of the pressure rise are also useful as the indicators of the overall
stress and noise levels, respectively.
A crucial factor for pressure measurement in the engine during combustion is the sensor
position within the combustion chamber. The pressure sensor type is of secondary importance;
at most, the cavities between the combustion chamber and the sensor may influence the
measuring signal.
A central measuring position in the combustion chamber is ideal for the pressure
measurement because it does not register any adverse effects on the pressure signal. Therefore
it is recommended for an accurate measurement of the combustion cycle.
Cylinder pressure data usually require smoothing before they can be used for analyses.
This smoothing can be accomplished by averaging a large number of consecutive cycles,
polynomial smoothing, curved line smoothing, or digital filtering.

2.

Analysis of cylinder pressure data

Indicator diagram of combustion engine
We can know the real work cycle of the combustion engine only by the measurement of
the course of the pressure in the combustion chamber. The process is called engine’s
indication. The result of the measurement is an indicator diagram in p - V co-ordinates. The
indicator diagram will be shown in a rolled out form, dependent on the pressure and angle of
the crank shaft.
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Ignition delay
The ignition delay is defined as the time period between the start of fuel injection and the
start of combustion (it is found from changes of tendency curve p – α diagram, or from curve
of heat release rate, eventually by using luminescent detector). As described earlier, the fuel
must vaporize, mix with air, and undergo preflame reactions before auto-ignition occurs.
The ignition delay shows itself by a mild fall of the pressure in p – α diagram, which is
due to the evaporation of the injected fuel. The size of the ignition delay affects markedly the
peak rate of the pressure rise. The bigger the ignition delay is, the higher the peak rate of the
pressure rise (that means the slope of the pressure increase in the combustion chamber) the
engine has, so we try to use fuels with a short ignition delay. The fuel chemical structure is
also important because the cetane number is a property of the fuel that indicates the fuel’s
readiness to autoignite. Fuels with high cetane numbers have short ignition delays. The time
period depends on the cetane number of the fuel but also on the temperature of the compressed
air because it accelerates the vaporization and the radical-forming preflame reactions.
The peak rate of the pressure rise
The peak rate of the pressure rise is defined as the pressure rise in the engine’s cylinder
per one degree of crankshaft rotation dp/dα. Its value changes during combustion depending
on the heat release rate.

Fig.1.

Effect of cetane number of diesel fuel (TDC – top dead center)

The figure 1 shows the course of the combustion pressure p vs. crankshaft angle, the
influence of the cetane number on the peak rate of the pressure rise and on the ignition delay.

3.

Used measurement technique
The accurate measurement of the cylinder pressure requires three things:
• a pressure transducer that can survive the engine environment,
• means for synchronizing the pressure measurements with the engine,
• means for recording the pressure measurements.
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Cylinder pressure sensor
Modern pressure transducers are piezoelectric devices that use quartz crystals (silicon
dioxide - SiO2) to produce electric charges when mechanically loaded.
The piezoelectric pressure sensor Kistler type 6302A was used for the measurement of
the combustion pressure. It is a small cylinder pressure sensor in the probe configuration; it is
designed for a permanent operation in combustion engines where there is a minimum amount
of space available.
This type of sensor requires the use of a protecting case for its installation. The
protecting case has a connecting bore between the combustion chamber and the membrane of
the sensor. The case of the sensor has to separate the sensor and water space in the cylinder
head, and protect the membrane of the sensor.
Charge amplifier
We had to use a charge amplifier because the electric charge produced by the pressure
sensor was rather faint. We used a series-connected charge amplifier Kistler type 5029A.
Crank angle encoder
Crank angle encoder allows synchronizing of the pressure measurements with the engine;
it is directly coupled to the engine crankshaft.
We used the crankshaft position sensor Kistler type 2613B for the measurement. It
consists of a crank angle encoder, signal conditioner, and line terminator. This device contains
a precision marker disk with a trigger mark, and 360 angle marks which are scanned by a
transmission photoelectric cell. Their light intensity is regulated in order to compensate for
any soiling. The disk and the photoelectric cell are encased in dustproof housing.
Recording device
We used the charge meter Kistler type 5015A for the measurement. It is a universal
charge meter with an LCD display; it is suitable for measurements in an industrial
environment.
It
can
display
instantaneous, peak and average values
3.
as well as reference deviations.
4.

1.

Fig.2.

2.

Diesel engine
We used the diesel engine MD UR
IV 8004.000 for the measurement of the
combustion pressure. It is a four-stroke,
turbocharged
four-cylinder-in-line
engine with an OHV actuating gear and
direct fuel injection. The engine has
liquid cooling and it is turbocharged
without the intercooler of compressed
air. The engine was loaded by the
dynamometer MEZ Vsetin DS 10024/V.

The final solution of the pressure sensor mounting
1. Inlet
2. Outlet
3. Hole for fuel injector
4. Hole for pressure sensor
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Measurement scheme
The first cylinder was chosen for the measurement of the combustion pressure because
its environment offered enough space for mounting of the sensor.
The most useful placement of the sensor, its installation into the central position in the
combustion chamber, was not possible because cylinder head did not offer enough space in
this position. Therefore, we had to find another placement which was as close as possible to
the ideal position so that the connecting bore of protecting case would eventuate into the
toroid combustion chamber in the engine’s piston. The second requirement was as little
impairment of the resistance of the cylinder head construction as possible. Figure 2 shows the
final solution of the mounting.
The protecting case and water space in the cylinder head were sealed with engine
silicone. The crank angle encoder was mounted onto the crankshaft pulley, which was on the
free end of the crankshaft. The measurement scheme and connection of the measurement
technique are shown in figure 3.

4
2

3

6

1

5
7
8
Fig. 3.

4.

Measurement scheme
1. Diesel engine MD UR IV 8004.000
2. Dynamometer MEZ Vsetin DS 1002-4/V
3. Pressure sensor Kistler type 6302A
4. Charge amplifier Kistler type 5029A
5. Recording device Kistler type 5015A
Crank angle encoder:
6. Crank angle encoder with 6-hole flange
7. Signal conditioner
8. Line terminator

Measurement results and interpretation

Measuring was realized in the diesel engine MD UR IV with the constant rotation speed
2200 min-1, at the same time we measured the engine power characteristics and exhaust gas
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composition, which was not the object of this thesis. In the first evaluation of the measuring,
we observed the slope of the pressure curve and an ignition delay when we used different
fuels. We did not use smoothing; subsequently we had to use running average to smooth the
signal. An example of the measured data is shown in figure 4 for fuel 1. More advanced
methods of analyses contain Fourier transformation of signal (FFT) which converts signal into
phase and frequency spectrum. There are specific areas and different types of combustion
processes in this spectrum:
1. Frequencies 30 to 1000 Hz describe the peak rate of the pressure rise. The bigger the
decrease of the curve in db/octave is in this area, the softer the peak rate of the
pressure rise is.
2. Frequencies 1 kHz to 6 kHz describe proper oscillations of the combustion chamber
and combustion noise, which are the images of the character of the combustion
process. Abnormal combustion shows itself in this area. High-level frequencies 3
kHz to 6 kHz present knock combustion at engines with applied ignition. Very hard
combustion can show in frequencies 1 kHz to 3 kHz, we call it dieseling at engines
with applied ignition and rumbling at diesel engines.
The frequency spectrum is shown in logarithmic co-ordinates of signal proportions in dB
mV, not as the energy density. There was zero as the reference level of the pressure; it was
220 dB, in graphs of FFT analyses for transfer into dB of the acoustic pressure.
Tested fuels:
Fuel 1: Diesel fuel NM-3HD820-1335
Fuel 2: 95 % of diesel fuel NM-3HD820-1335 + 5 % of Hydrogenate RO
Fuel 3: 94 % of diesel fuel NM-3HD820-1335 + 1 % of Hydrogenate RO + 5 % FAME
Fuel 4: 93 % of diesel fuel NM-3HD820-1335 + 2 % of Ethanol + 5 % of FAME
Fuel 5: 90 % of diesel fuel NM-3HD820-1335 + 3 % of Ethanol + 7 % of FAME
The Pressure course for fuel 1
Pressure [MPa]
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Crankshaft angle
Fuel 1

Fig. 4

Running average/10 (Fuel 1)

The pressure course in dependence on the crankshaft angle and smoothing curve for fuel 1.

Fuel 1: The fuel was a classic diesel fuel with the cetane number 50. It was used as the
reference fuel. Figure 5 shows the time behavior of the signal. The engine had a sizable peak
rate of the pressure rise with this fuel, which is shown in the slope of the curve in figure 6.
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Oscillations of the combustion chamber were shown in the area from 1 kHz to higher
frequencies. The unfiltered signal is shown in figure 5.

Fig. 5

Time behavior of signal

Fig. 6

FFT analysis of signal

Fuel 2: The engine was running very softly with this fuel. It is apparent from the sudden
fall of the curve in figure 8. The combustion process was not much vibrant. It caused a quiet
combustion noise and a silent running of the engine. This fuel was the best of all the tested
fuels.

Fig. 7
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Time behavior of signal

Fig. 8

FFT analysis of signal

Fuel 3: With this fuel, the engine had a similar peak rate of the pressure rise like with fuel
1, but it had a vibrant course of the combustion process throughout the monitored area. It
caused a noisier engine running with bigger combustion beats.

Fig. 9

Time behavior of signal

Fig. 10

FFT analysis of signal

Fuel 4: With this fuel, the engine running had a similar course like with fuel 3, but it
showed a very expressive oscillation character of the combustion process which was observed
in figure 12 as an expressive unsteadiness of the curve course in the full frequency area from 1
kHz.
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Fig. 11

Time behavior of signal

Fig. 12

FFT analysis of signal

Fuel 5: The engine had a hard running with this fuel. It had a stabilized course of
combustion. It was caused by adding ethanol into the diesel fuel. Ethanol evaporates quickly
and it burns with a kinetic flame with a quick combustion process. A stabilized course stresses
the engine less.

Fig. 13
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Time behavior of signal

Fig. 14

FFT analysis of signal

Conclusions
The most favourable fuel is fuel 2 as resulted from the measurement. A very soft and
silent running of the engine was secured by adding hydrogenate RO into the diesel fuel.
Adding other components into the fuel changed the combustion process, which resulted in the
unsteadiness of the course of the pressure curves.
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Abstract: The article describes mathematic model of boundary conductance with natural convection by
the passive cooling convectors. It is determinable criterion equations. Mathematic model was used for
simulation of these convectors kinds with change his geometric proportion and CFD model was make
simulation of these convectors kinds and subsequent alteration was comparator from mathematic model.
Mathematic methods sets on final volume (CFD method) showed like very acceptable on optimalization
passive cooling convectors.
Keywords: CFD model, passive cooling convectors

1.

Introduction

Passive roof convector for cooling characterized in that unused for cooling active part for
inlet air on difference from active roof convectors. For this reason passive roof convector for
cooling are characterized would-be „quiet cooling“. They don’t generate secondary space
flowing.

Fig.1.0 Passive roof cooling convector

1.1. Method of operation passive roof cooling convector
The passive roof cooling convector is actually a ribs pipe heat exchanger in which
cooling water runs. The convector is set under the roof but a minimum length must be half of
width of the convector. A warm air in the top part of the convector is being cooled, it is being
fell naturally.
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2.

Mathematics simulations

In mathematical simulations was changed only geometric proportion passive roof cooling
convector and it ribs distance, tube diameter for stabilize input conditions t11=16°C, t21=26°C from
change water mass flow when was stabilized head drop on 16/19°C for find out maximal power.
A.

Simulation with change rib distance sr:
For stabilized heat drop on 16/19°C with change rib distance and change water mass flow
achieved maximum power 675,505 W form rib distance 3,5 mm.
sr [mm]

mv [kg.s-1]

Q [kW]

t12 [°C]

vvz [m.s-1]

3,5

0,053

0,675

19,004

23,36

0,253

4,5

0,041

0,525

19,003

23,673

0,223

5,5

0,033

0,429

19,004

23,897

0,202

6,5

0,028

0,362

19,006

24,067

0,185

7,5

0,025

0,314

19,009

24,202

0,172

t22 [°C]

0,8

26

0,7

25

0,6

24

0,5

23

0,4

22

0,3

21

0,2

20

0,1

19

0
2,5

mv [kg.s-1]

3,5

4,5

5,5
sr [m m ]

Q [KW]

6,5

vvz [m.s-1]

7,5

t12; t22 [°C]

Q [W];m [kg.s-1];vvz [m.s-1]

Tab. 1.

18
8,5

t12 [°C]

t22 [°C]

Fig. 1.

B.

Simulation with change pipe diameter d1:
For stabilized heat drop on 16/19°C with change rib distance and change water mass flow
achieved maximum power 447,33 W for used pipe diameter 12 mm.

Tab. 2.
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d1 [mm]

mv [kg.s-1]

Q [kW]

t12 [°C]

t22 [°C]

vvz [m.s-1]

12

0,035

15

0,034

0,448

19,02

23,853

0,206

0,429

19,004

23,897

18

0,202

0,032

0,409

19,007

23,946

0,197

20

0,031

0,396

18,996

23,979

0,194

22

0,030

0,382

19,003

24,015

0,190

26

0,7
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Fig. 2.

In simulations A and B was change (rib distance, pipe diameter), where for each one
geometric changes was found out heat drop 16/19°C from change water mass flow when was
stabilized head drop on 16/19°C for find out maximal power. Maximum power achieved 675,505
W form rib distance 3,5 mm.

3.

CFD simulation

Flow modeling in passive roof cooling convector was made in program Fluent and
Gambit which sets boundary condition which are first good step for correct calculation.
3.1. CFD model passive roof cooling convector (with cover)
On pic.3.1-3.2 is 5 ribs CFD – model passive roof cooling convector (with cover) on which
was made simulations and results with this model was compared with mathematical model.
Input conditions:
For input condition are sets real geometric sizes except for his length regardless of on
performance used computer where for 5 ribs model is number of cells more than 1,7 millions.
The whole model without space would have 100 millions cells considering on performance
used computer can not to be computed.
• Turbulent model: k - ε;
• Input: velocity - inlet;
• Output: pressure - outlet;
• Aluminium rib: solid;
• Water in pipe: wall with sets temperature;
• Cuprum tube convector: thickness wall and shell conduction;
• Gravitational acceleration 9,81 m.s-1.
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On fig. 3.1-3.2 is CFD – model (with cover) in cut. Calculation was solving method final
volume: space, fluid flow cross, is separate on final parts small volume. For each volume is
calculate transport mass, momentum and energy where can see velocity air flow, which range
around 0,22 m.s-1.
3.2. CFD model passive roof cooling convector (with cover)in space

Fig. 3.1 CFD – model passive roof
cooling convector, temperature profile.

Fig. 3.2 CFD – model passive roof
cooling convector, velocity profile.

Input conditions:
For input condition are sets real geometric sizes except for his length regardless of on
performance used computer where for 5 ribs model is number of cells 3,5 millions (1000
iterations – 24 hours). The whole model would have 200 millions cells considering on
performance used computer can not to be computed.
• Turbulent model k - ε - RNG;
• Input and output to do convector is interior;
• Aluminium rib: solid;
• Water in pipe: wall with sets temperature;
• Cuprum tube convector: thickness wall and shell conduction;
• Gravitational acceleration 9,81 m.s-1.
On fig. 3.3 - 3.8 is see cut CFD – model with cover and add volume in determinate steps
calculation where can watch flow air what can’t watch in to model without space. Result are
velocity and temperature profile.

Fig. 3.3 CFD – model 12100 iteration
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Fig. 3.4 CFD – model 12100 iteration

Fig. 3.5 CFD – model 31500 iteration

Fig. 3.6 CFD – model 31500 iteration

Fig. 3.7 CFD – model 50100 iteration

Fig. 3.8 CFD – model 50100 iteration

On fig. 3.5 - 3.8 is seen not come up in large changes movement flowing base on this result is
possible state are model is stable and can be consider for calculate to the end.

4.

Evaluate results

Comparison real device with model crated in Excel on base origin geometric size for reason
find out correct mathematic model. In tab. 3 are data measured and computed value for comparison
accuracy.
For verifying a result from mathematic model is necessary makes numerical simulation if
given results are in the equality and if this mathematic model is consider for correct.
Type model

& v [kg.s-1]
m

Q [kW]

t11[°C]

t12[°C]

t21[°C]

t22[°C]

& vz [kg.s-1]
m

Fluent

0

0,0191

9

9

28

27

0,018

Fluent/Excel

0,0044

0,0193

9

10,044

28

26,865

0,017

t12[°C]

t21[°C]

t22[°C]

& vz [kg.s-1]
m

-1

Type model

& v [kg.s ]
m

Q [kW]

t11[°C]

Real

0,037

0,3675

16

18,1

25,1

24

0,5-2,2

Real/Excel

0,036

0,3676

16

18,44

25

23,99

0,361

Tab. 3.

By simulations was determinate power passive roof cooling convector and on the base
given results can make optimization this devices for achieve increase power.
Comparison results from models we can use criteria equation for modeling this type of
convector.
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Abstract. The article offers an overview of the changes of monitoring parameters for a traction vehicle
(TV) with the help of CMMS, specifically with the help of the information system (IS) datastream 7i.
The single parts contain the description of the implementation of the system of the TV’s repairs into the
IS, the system of preventive maintenance and the definition of predictive maintenance – on an example
of measuring the height of a roadband on a TV – the change of a parameter is defined and evaluated.
Keywords: maintenance, information system, traction vehicle, maintenance system.

1.

Introduction

In the present time a broad scale of software products for operation support and
maintenance planning exist and is used in the world.
A CMMS software package maintains a computer database of information about an
organization’s maintenance operations. This information is intended to help maintenance
workers do their jobs more effectively (for example, determining which storerooms contain
the spare parts they need) and to help management make informed decisions (for example,
calculating the cost of maintenance for each piece of equipment used by the organization,
possibly leading to better allocation of resources).
I will use the IS datastream 7i for the monitoring of the vehicle‘s parameters.
1.1. Implementation of the TV’s repairs system into the IS
An essential part of the implementation of the TV’s repairs system into the information
system is the creation of a structure from the input data – the definition of the device’s
structure, employees, professions and changes. Every single from these parts must have – for
the transparency and simplification of the work – its own code and description, yet contains
more additional information.
As an example I will present the TV series 162, on which I will monitor the parameters
that are needed for the reference of preventive maintenance and also parameters for predictive
maintenance. Fig. 1 shows a part of a hierarchy structure created with the help of the IQ-Fmea
software and a part of a structure created in the IS d7i Fig. 2.
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Brzda a pneumatické
zariadenia
Chladenie, vykurovanie, vetranie
Prenos výkonu
Silnoprúdové stroje a
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Slaboprúdové zariadenia
Ostatné zariadenia

Fig. 1. Part of the hierarchy structure created in IQ-Fmea software.

Fig. 2. Structure created in the IS d7i.

1.2. Preventive maintenance system
The technical eligibility of TVs in operation is secured through maintenance. TVs have
defined a preventive maintenance system.
The determining index is the cycle of repairs defined as maintenance cycle. A TV has the
maintenance cycle determined by mileage run, which is monitored with the help of a logical
meter, that is installed for each device (every object individually).
If a TV achieves the limit of the mileage (for the TV series 162 it’s 4.500 km that are
necessary for carrying-out the service), the IS will warn of released jobs that contain activities
which are necessary to carry-out within the scope of preventive maintenance.
The scope and content of the activities for the TV series 162 is defined in the work
standard almanac. In the d7i system it contains a database of all maintenance interventions that
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are carried-out when servicing the TV whereby every activity has a number of employees
assigned which are divided according to their qualification grade and professions.

Fig. 3. Surveyors.

After planning and carrying-out the job an hours-per-employee entry is done and the job
is closed.
1.3. Definition of predictive maintenance
In this case the maintenance action is carried-out after determining the real technical
condition of the object by any of the technical diagnostics method and calculation of the time
during which the object will probably without a breakdown.
We will have a closer look on this system of maintenance on the example of wearing out
the roadband of the TV series 162. On the roadband is a check carried-out during which the
height, thickness and the steepness are measured as shown on Fig. 4 the spots for the check are
identical and on every wheel the measurement is carried-out once.

Fig. 4. Measured values on the rim’s profile.

The check monitors and records the technical shape of the object and consists of the
following steps:
- release of the job for PPM depending on the surveyor or another value:
carrying-out the PPM – for every object,
determining of the inspection procedure,
defining the spots of the check;
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-

carrying-out the check and recording values,
generating of the job if a limit has been exceeded,
standard job – contains activities necessary to recover the original condition.

Every object on which the check is carried out has defined its nominal value, maximal
extreme and maximal criticalness in Fig. 5. It is also possible to show the content of the
measurements and approximate a time estimate to the next check with a connection to a
standard job that contains activities for removing the unwanted condition.

Fig. 5. Defining values.

Based on the excess of the value from the surveyor a PPM job that contains a check will
be generated. This job contains activities necessary for carrying-out the inspection and the
planned evaluation time. After these activities are done, the results of the measurement will be
recorded and the job will be assigned as finished.
In case, that the measured value exceeds the maximum criticalness or reaches maximal
extreme, a job based on the standard job will be automatically generated (contains activities
necessary for removing the unwanted condition and the following return to the nominal
values).

2.

Conclusion

If a MIS is used for operation support, it has to be capable to record all the necessary data
about machines and equipment but also provide records for operative maintenance control and
system analysis. The right choice and application of an appropriate maintenance information
system supports the effectiveness of the maintenance which means optimization of the
maintenance costs, cutting loses from drop-outs, failures and breakdowns of equipment as
well as optimization of stock levels and purchase management and in the end affects the
economy of the enterprise.
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Abstract. This article deals with the autonomous mobile 3D laser scanning system and dividing by the
scanning mode. It is here named the key problem of such a system faces in its activities and the
subsequent processing of data. In the third section describes the elements of a mobile 3D Laser Scanning
System and their properties with the reasons why they are necessary in the autonomous mobile 3D laser
scanning system.
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1.

Introduction

In our work of the digitization we use a static laser scanner, which has wide application.
We have learned through it’s acquire and process data for 3D models. Now we would like to
make this process of digitization has become effective, whether in cash or time. Means that we
would like to achieve is the development of autonomous mobile 3D Laser Scanning System.

2.

Mobile 3D laser scanning system

Uses the technology of laser scanning where the scanner is located on the mobile device,
which receives from the area of 3D points. A key problem of such a system is the
harmonization of spatial data with the position and orientation system. In order to create the
right environment, 3D model, it is necessary that the different scans were merged into a single
coordinate system. This process is called registration. If the scans have a different coordinate
system leads to error. As a byproduct, successful registration of 3-D scans relocalizes the
robot in 6D by providing the transformation to be applied to the robot pose estimation at the
recent scan point.
Autonomous mobile 3D scanning systems can be divided into two groups. And
according to the mode in which scanning takes place:
a, scanning mode "stop - scan - go"
b, mode scanning "go - scan"

3.

Elements of 3D laser scanning system

The system consists of the essential elements of a mobile device, a laser scanner and the
supporting technology, which record the position and orientation of the whole system such as
ERSP Navigation, ERSP Vision, GPS and IMU.
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3.1. Autonomous mobile device.
Autonomous mobile vehicle must be able to fulfill a specific set of demands. It moves in
specified environment, gains information about it's current position and environment,
processes this information and modifies it's behavior accordingly.
For the purpose of developing an autonomous mobile 3D scanning system, we decided to
use the Evolution Robotics ER1 platform. ER1 is a set of features that use of technologies that
are needed. Patented solutions ERSP Vision and ERSP Navigation giving robots the
possibility to move independently and the ability to recognize images and objects situations.
ERSP Navigation
Allows the robot or device to be fully autonomous, move in their environment with
knowledge of the location, create a map to plan an effective route to the destination point.
Main features:
 vSLAM (Visual Simultanous Localization and Mapping) is a set of navigation features
that allow localization and mapping using camera and roller encoders as sensors. The
system itself generates a map, which consists landmarks, which generates the robot
during exploration environment. Each point is composed of identifiable images
recorded from each position. One of the most important skills vSLAM allows the robot
to recover after the transferred to another location,
 path planning, this module allows the user to select a target position and request a list
of items, which have brought the robot safely,
 voiding obstacles, allows the robot to detect obstacles and continuously develop local
routes to avoid them, which ensures the safe movement of robots,
 the survey, property survey allows the robot to move safely in an unknown
environment,
 grid deployment represents two-dimensional map of the robot environment using
precision grid, which model the occupied and empty space environment[12].
ERSP Vision
It allows the robot or device to identify 2D and 3D objects in real terms, the lighting and
the location of the object is not checked. Vision functions provide access to extremely
efficient algorithms of computer vision. These algorithms able to analyze images from the
camera and know how to extract information from them, which can be used for different tasks.
Evolution Robotics ER1 platform is compiled from available parts in different ways. We
have chosen to compile in the form of the chassis, as can be seen in the figure[12].

Fig. 1. Chassis Evolution robotics platform ER1.

In coincidence developing a tracked chassis. Tracks are better suited for uneven terrain
The vehicle can be used both outdoors and indoors. Smaller front tracks were added in order
to give the vehicle stairway climbing ability. This can be crucial in some applications.
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Platform is driven by two electric motors. They are powerful enough to move it in 45 degree
climb. This is useful when a movement through some natural or artificial barriers is required.
The negatives of track based approach are higher power drain and less precise movement [11].

Fig. 2. Chassis Tracked chassis.

Another type of mobile device that you can use the car. In our case, a car Wolksvagen
Touareg, this mobile platform 3D Scanning system need to be supplemented by additional
devices, and GPS IMU.
3.2. Laser scanner
We can use two types of scanners, 2D and 3D.
 2D are optimized to meet the requirements for high speed scanning. The sensor
mechanism is based on the rapidly rotating polygonal mirror, which creates a complete
one and parallel lines. The sensor is the maximum angle of 180 °.
 3D broadcast laser beam is made using a rotating mirror with 360 ° visual slash. There
thus creating any gaps[7].
It is possible to use one or more scanners when scanning. The number of scanners is
dependent on environmental conditions and Scanning.
3.3. Additional equipment
Additional equipment, namely GPS and IMU are needed especially when they are using
a mobile device, which has not technology to identify the location and orientation. Such
mobile devices may be a car.
GPS
Global Positioning System (GPS) can be used to determine the exact location and
provide a highly accurate reference almost anywhere on Earth. Accuracy of a single GPS
signal is about 5 meter. Through Differential GPS (DGPS) deviation from the true value at a
radius of 10 km is centimeters and radius of 400 km is meters. Measurement of position using
DGPS is a bit more complicated than in the GPS, there is a need for at least two GPS
receivers. One receiver is placed at a known fixed position, which was established Geodetic
measurement. This receiver is called the RS - a reference station. This station continuously
take measurements of all visible satellites, pseudorange compared with the measured value
(data on its location) and their differences sends its own separate channel to all users of DGPS.
The DGPS receivers calculate deviations to apply the correction to the correction of the
measurements.
IMU
IMU (Inertial Measurement Unit) is a major component of inertial guidance systems
used in aviation, space shuttle, ships and missiles. IMU senses movement, including the type
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of course and direction of movement with the assistance of the accelerometers and gyroscope.
IMU detects current speed, acceleration as well as rotation and swing out. This data is then
computer processed to calculate the current speed and position of the input values of speed
and position. IMU system is error prone, so it is good to be combined with the already
mentioned GPS.
The presence and alignment of elements of GPS and IMU is given their function
in the mobile scanning system is important. Additional elements of the system are software
combine geometric scanning profiles obtained with the position and orientation data and
digital camera, which extends the visualization.

4.

Conclusion

The aim of the article is to highlight how it is possible to increase the efficiency of the
digitization process using autonomous mobile 3D Laser Scanning System. The article named
the key problem, which is associated with autonomous mobile 3D laser scanning system, and
also means that the problem can be solved.
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Abstract. The objective of this paper is to evaluate the accumulative effective plastic strain and effective
stress induced by equal channel angular pressing (ECAP) in the aluminium workpiece. Another analyzed
quantity is the pressing force acting on the workpiece after five passes in route C at room temperature
using the finite element method (FEM). For this purpose two-dimensional model was developed using a
plane strain condition. Created model was assumed as isothermal with frictionless condition during
constant pressing speed. In one variant was also study the influence of friction condition. The
deformation behaviour was studied using the commercial finite element software ADINA.
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1.

Introduction

In recent years, bulk nanostructured materials (NSM) processed by methods of severe
plastic deformation (SPD) have attracted the growing interest of specialists in material
science. This interest is conditioned not only by unique physical and mechanical properties
inherent to various nanostructured materials, e.g. processed by gas condensation or high
energy ball milling (HEBM) with subsequent consolidation but also by several advantages of
SPD materials as compared to other NSM.
Segal and co-workers developed the method of ECA pressing realizing deformation of
massive billets via pure shear in the beginning of 80s. Its goal was to introduce intense plastic
strain into materials without changing the cross-section area of billets. Due to that, their repeat
deformation is possible. In the early 90s the method was further developed and applied as an
(SPD) method for processing of structures with submicron and nanometric grain sizes.

2.

Fundamental parameters in ECAP

2.1. Styles Slip systems for the different processing routes
During ECA pressing a billet is multiple pressed through a special die using an ECA
facility in which the angle of intersection of two channels is usually 90o. If necessary, in the
case of a hard-to-deform material, ECAP is conducted at elevated temperatures.
Since the cross-sectional area remains unchanged, the same sample may be pressed
repetitively to attain exceptionally high strain. For example, the use of repetitive pressings
provides an opportunity to invoke different slip systems on each consecutive pass by simply
rotating the samples in different ways between the various passes.
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In practice, many of the investigations of ECAP involve the use of bars with square
cross-sections and dies having square channels. For these samples, it is convenient to develop
processing routes in which the billets are rotated by increments of 90o between each separate
pass. The same processing routes are also easily applied when the samples are in the form of
rods with the circular cross-sections. During ECAP the direction and number of billet passes
through the channels are very important for microstructure refinement. In papers and books
the following routes of billets were considered (see Fig. 1.) [1-4]:
 route A where the sample is pressed repetitively without any rotation,
 route BA where the sample is rotated by 90o in alternate directions between consecutive
passes,
 route BC where the sample is rotated in the same sense by 90o between each pass,
 route C where the sample is rotated by 180o between passes.
The given routes are distinguished in their shear directions at repeat passes of a billet
through intersecting channels. Due to that, during ECAP a change in a spherical cell within a
billet body occurs.

Fig. 1. The four fundamental processing routes in ECAP.

2.2. Analytical solution of the effective plastic strain
Since the same strain is accumulated in each passage through the die, the effective strain
after N passes εN may be expressed in a general form by the relationship

εN =

N 
φ ψ
φ ψ 
2 cot +  + ψ cosec + 

3
2 2 
 2 2  .

(1)

Thus, the strain may be estimated from equation (1) for any pressing condition provided
the angles φ (value of the angle within the die between the two parts of the channel) and ψ
(value of the angle at the outer arc of curvature where the channels intersect.) are known.

3.

FEM simulation

Nowadays finite element method is used for simulation of technological processes
increasingly. FEM simulations are helpful to estimate some correct parameters of ECAP
device and pressing process such as geometry parameters, the pressing speed of the ram,
pressing temperature or load displacement curve [4].
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3.1. General assumptions in simulation
The FEM is used because it can provide us direct information on the evolution of plastic
deformation during the ECAP and enable us to simulate the deformation of materials
subjected to single or multi-pass ECAP.
In the simulation, the following assumptions are made [4]:
 First, the material is isotropic and homogeneous.
 Second, the material is elastoplastic with strain-hardening exponent being zero in order
to consider the effect of elastic deformation on the morphological change of the
extruded billet.
 Third, the system is isothermal.
 Fourth, the von Mises flow rule is used to construct the constitutive relation for the
simulation.
 Fifth, there is no friction between the surface of the material and the die wall due to the
use of lubricant in the ECAP.

4.

Used FE model and simulation parameters

FEM simulation was carried out with the same geometry of workpiece. This fact led to
creation of the same mesh of points that were analyzed and compared with each other. These
points were chosen with respect to given workpiece geometry. Each workpiece contained 24
points with the same co-ordinates as shown in Fig. 2. Moreover, all points were organized into
the four cutting planes and six levels together. These cutting planes and levels can be also seen
in Fig. 2 [4].

Fig. 2. Analyzed points, cut planes and levels in the workpiece

5.

Results
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Fig. 3. Course of accumulative effective plastic strain changes in points belong to cutting plane 3
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Fig. 5. Pressing forces acting on the workpiece.

6.

Conclusion

The precision of obtained results can be influenced by contact and its weak formulation.
Another fact that can influence the results may be the discretization of solution on the finite
elements. Obtained results are in good agreement with the experimental data.
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Abstract. The article deals with emissions from the incineration of fast-growing sallow. Home is
devoted to the burning wood, the fast-growing trees are discussed generally and specifically three types
of sallow. Article describes the boiler for which the measurement is effected, as well as an accurate
measurement procedure. At the end of the evaluation is the form of graphs.
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1.

Introduction

Burning is a chemical process of rapid oxidation, which releases the chemical energy
bound in the combustion of fuel for thermal energy. Chemically bound energy in the fuel is
transformed into heat and the combustion additional products (combustion gas and ash). This
is concerned the simplest method for the thermal conversion of organic fuels for thermal
energy. Takes place in when there is a particular point in time present fuel, oxidizing agent
(oxygen) and flash point. The fuel and combustion air will get heat, by which parallel
combustion takes place without the energy supply of the tied environment.
Combustion of wood is accompanied by the production of undesirable accompanying
substances, emissions, consisting of:
• carbon monoxide
• nitrogen oxides (NOx, NO, NO2)
• particular matter (fly ash and soot)
• organic matter
Fuel quality depends on fuel moisture.

2.

Sallow

Sallows are one of the fast-growing plants that are grown specifically for biomass
production. The period between planting and harvest is between 2 to 5 years. They are very
specific in a great variability of shapes and growth, from small shrubs through the bushes up
to massive trees. These are plants with deciduous leaves, very numerous species. In Slovakia
there are about 20 known species of the world total number of species from this genus is
estimated about 300 to 600th.
For these purposes have been used three varieties of sallows and ULV, ORM, and Rapp,
which were bred at the Research Institute for Agriculture in the Swale in Sweden.
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Characteristic of varieties:
RAPP – it has got specific red-brown colour of bark one year old branches and greenbrown two-year old and older branches. Wood has a denser structure with good flexibility.
The bark is smooth and glossy. Osiers of this type has got good elasticity.
ORM – is a smaller increase and is characterized by leaner shape. One year old branches
are beige or even orange, two-year old and older branches are yellow-green. The bark is
smooth. It is suitable for the manufacture of wicker products.
ULV - the colour of the bark in one year old branches is dark red to russet, two-year old
and older branches are coloured in sage-green. In the top part is more branching. In contrast
the previous species, it is less flexible - it is not suitable for the production of wicker products.

3.

Measurement

The measurement was made on the boiler EKOS 10-30. It is a warm-water gasification
boiler for combustion of dry wood from sawdust, wood briquettes and across chips to logs.
Internal boiler room consists of filling tank, where the fuel is dried and gasificated. Wooden
gas then passes through nozzle into the combustion chamber, where it burns by the aid of
secondary air. Combustion gases pass in to the heat exchanger. The measuring device consists
of a boiler and cooling circuits, which are separated by heat exchanger.
3.1. Measurement Procedure
We made measurements at various settings of primary and secondary air regulator.
Primary air was flowing into the gasification area. Secondary air is fed into the combustion
chamber through the internal cross section jokls grid, where the air is pre-heated. A very small
proportion of secondary air is fed into the gasification area. Setting of primary and secondary
air can be in the range 0 - 15mm. The measurement procedure for individual settings, the
supply of primary and secondary air was as follows:
1. Creation of the basic layer of fuel
2. Setting the supply of primary and secondary air
3. Recording the weight before loading the fuel boiler.
4. Weighting the timber,
5. Loading the weighted fuel.
6. During the measurement interval of 60 seconds we have recorded: time, chimney
flow, relative humidity, ambient temperature, stack temperature, the temperature in
the combustion chamber, the temperature under the exchanger, reverse temperature,
inlet temperature, mass flow of heating water, heating power, the weight of the boiler
with the loading of fuel emissions.
Completion of the measurement was made at the moment when the weight of the boiler
with heating up fuel stabilizes the initial weight prior to loading.
3.2. Measurement results
We have evaluated several sallow samples, at each other with different settings of
primary and secondary air. Moisture content of wood was determined in the device for
measuring the moisture content of fuel type WPS 50 SX.
Sample No. 1 contains 14,3 kg of bleached tree moisture 19,87%. Primary and secondary
air was open to a maximum which is 15 mm. Results in this table are averages of the 37
minute measurement period.
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Sample No. 2 contains 14,2 kg tree bleached with 19,87% moisture. Primary air was
open for 10 mm and the secondary to the maximum (15 mm). Results in this table are
averages of the 67 minute measurement period.
Sample No. 3 contains 14,5 kg of tree bark, the primary air was set to a maximum (15
mm), and secondary air supply was opened to 10 mm. Results in this table are average values
for the 82 minute measurement period.
Furthermore, we have evaluated 4 samples of different sallow species, while settings of
the primary and secondary air were the same in all cases: the primary air has been open for 10
mm, secondary to the maximum - which is 15 mm. Weight of the samples was 13,9; 13,3;
10,5; 11,5 kg and moisture was 6,76%; 30%; 37,69%; 39,59%.
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pk

Q

CO2

NOX

CHX

[°C]

[°C]

[Pa]

[kW]

[%]

[ppm]

[ppm]

[%]

1.sample

19,3

185,8

12,1

14,4

9,5

115,8

3,4

10,6

2.sample

19,8

228,3

11,7

19,1

8,7

70,9

1,7

11,6

3.sample

20,2

186,6

12,0

13,0

6,3

54,2

1,2

14,2

4.sample

20,3

231,4

12,3

18,7

7,6

97,2

1,7

12,7

5.sample

19,3

212,9

12,2

16,0

5,1

57,4

0,9

15,5

6.sample

18,8

226,1

12,3

15,5

4,5

56,1

0,7

16,1

7.sample

18,8

160,5

12,1

11,9

2,7

35,3

0,8

18,0

Tab. 1. Measurement results

Fig. 1. Power boiler
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Abstract. This contribution deals with the experiences with the measurement of the stator reaction of the
dynamometer. Stator reaction was measured using a strain-gauge load cell on the known moment arm of
the force within framework of research. Two various types of load cells were applied. During
a calibration, a hysteresis in voltage output of the both applied load cells was observed. The maximal
value of the hysteresis was about 0.5 % of the measured range. Moreover, a certain (pseudo)plasticity of
the both load cells was occurred.
Keywords: Strain-gauge, load cell, hysteresis, dynamometer, torque.

1.

Introduction

A precise measurement of the torque of the engine (ICE) is very important in research
especially in case of the low load. An older type of electric dynamometer [1] is applied in
author’s laboratory. Originally, torque of the engine (stator reaction) was measured using an
old balance mechanism.
Calibration
Arm-Left

Side B

Side A
Stator of the
Dynamometer

Power Supply

Calibration
Arm-Right

Measuring
Amplifier

Voltmeter

Force Stop
Excitation
Load Cell
Signal

Logger (DAQ)
Fig. 1. Scheme of the measurement of the stator reaction using the load cell.
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Because an increase of the measurement accuracy was required, the balance mechanism
was replaced by a commercial strain-gauge load cell, see Fig. 1. A measuring amplifier [2]
was used both as source for Wheatstone bridge excitation voltage and for output signal
conditioning. Load cell output signal was converted by the measuring amplifier to the unified
voltage output signal (±10V). This voltage output depends on the load (measured torque) and
can be evaluated by the voltmeter or by the appropriate inputs of the Data AcQuisition System
(DAQ).
To protect the applied load cell against the excessive values of load, a protection (Force
Stop) was designed [3] and installed near the load cell, as it is visible in Fig. 1.

2.

Performed Measurements

Within the framework of research and development activities in the author’s laboratory,
the measurement of the torque (Mt) of an engine S 781 NG (max. value of Mt = 90 Nm) was
performed. To solve this task, the load cell with these parameters was applied: (Max. loading:
490 N; K-factor: 1.8553 mV/V; Input impedance: 415 Ω; Material: Anodized aluminum; 6wire technique with two sensor lines), [4].
The properties of the applied load cells were found out during the calibration. The
calibration of the load cell applied for the measurement of the torque of the engine S 781 NG,
was performed for the both sides A and B, see Fig. 1. Measured plots are presented in Fig. 2
and Fig. 3. Used marking in Figures: Mtcalibration is calibration torque; Mt is measured
torque using the load cell.
Over that, the measurement of the torque of another engine using other type of the load
cell was performed. However, due to constraints with article length only the plots of the load
cell described above will be given.
2.1. Calibration on the Side B
The calibration began on the side B. The load cell was under no loading a few hours
before the calibration process.

Fig. 2. Measured plots during the calibration of the applied load cell on the side B.
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The calibration was performed from zero loading up to the maximal loading (tension)
and back to the zero loading. This calibration process was repeated three times, see Fig. 2. As
it is visible in Fig. 2, a hysteresis was occurred between the both increasing and decreasing
loading. Its maximal value is about 0.5 % of the measured range during the calibration.
Moreover, certain (pseudo)plasticity was occurred, as it is visible in Fig. 2. This plasticity
caused a certain offset in measuring amplifier voltage output at zero loading of the load cell.
2.2. Calibration on the Side A
After calibration on the side B, the calibration on the side A (compression) was
performed. Measured plots are presented in Fig. 3. As in previous case, three calibration
measurements were performed consecutively. The hysteresis and the certain (pseudo)plasticity
were occurred as well. Moreover, the plasticity from the calibration on the side B was not
eliminated, but it was changed to the direction of load, see Fig. 3.
Nevertheless, it was observed that the mentioned plasticity (on the side A and B)
disappeared by itself after a few hours of no loading of the load cell.

Fig. 3. Measured plots during the calibration of the applied load cell on the side A.

2.3. Activation of the load cell protection
Design of the load cell protection (force stop) makes possible the adjustment of its
activation, see Fig. 4. When the loading of the tension-compression load cell is less than the
preset value, the force stop is not active. However, when the loading of the load cell is larger
than the preset value, the force stop is active. Once the force stop is activating, the load is
splitted into both the load cell and the force stop. This splitting causes the change in measured
plot of loading of applied load cell.
The change in measured plot of the applied load cell loading before and after force stop
activating is presented in Fig. 4. It is visible after the force stop activating, the loading of the
load cell increases only slightly compared to the loading increasing without the force stop.
Note, the maximum safe static overload of this type of load cell is about 150 % of the rated
loading (490 N). The force stop should be activated at latest on the rated loading.
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Fig. 4. Measured plots of the load cell loading before and after force stop activating.

3.

Conclusion

Properties of the applied load cell (Max. loading: 490 N, Material: anodized aluminum,
6-wire technique with two sensor lines) was observed during the calibration in both directions
of stress – tensile stress (side B) and compression stress (side A). During the calibration, the
hysteresis in voltage output signal was observed (about 0.5 % of the measured range).
Moreover, certain (pseudo)plasticity of the load cell (about 0.17 % of the measured range) was
occurred. This plasticity caused the small offset in output voltage especially in zero loading.
Upon the author’s opinion, these observed properties of applied load cell have no
significant effect on the required accuracy of measurements compared to the measured range.
Over that, the other load cell (Max. loading: 1962 N, Material: stainless steel, 6-wire
technique with two sensor lines) was calibrated for another engine torque measurement. The
similar properties of this load cell to the previous load cell were observed.
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Abstract. Article describes principle of operation wick heat pipes and processes heat transmission by the
different working temperatures. Deal operating limits on basic used types of wick water heat pipes.
Calculations various wick heat pipes with water as a working fluid are illustrated in graphic dependence
limiting performances on the working temperatures. In conclusion are reviews influence working limits
on cooling power of the heat pipes.
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1.

Introduction

The heat pipe is a vapor-liquid phase-change device that transfers heat from a hot
reservoir to a cold reservoir using capillary forces generated by a wick or porous material and
a working fluid. Figure 1 shows a schematic of a heat pipe aligned at angle y relative to the
vertical axis (gravity vector). The heat pipe is composed of a container lined with a wick that
is filled with liquid near its saturation temperature. The vapor-liquid interface, usually found
near the inner edge of the wick, separates the liquid in the wick from an open vapor core. Heat
flowing into the evaporator is transferred through the container to the liquid-filled wicking
material, causing the liquid to evaporate and vapor to flow into the open core portion of the
evaporator. The capillary forces generated by the evaporating interface increase the pressure
difference between the vapor and liquid. The vapor in the open core flows out of the
evaporator through the adiabatic region and into the condenser. The vapor then condenses,
generating capillary forces similar, although much less in magnitude, to those in the
evaporator. The heat released in the condenser passes through the wet wicking material and
container out into the cold reservoir. The condensed liquid is then pumped, by the liquid
pressure difference due to the net capillary force between the evaporator and condenser, out of
the condenser back into the evaporator. Proper selection and design of the pipe container,
working fluid, and wick structure are essential to the successful operation of a heat pipe. The
heat transfer limitations, effective thermal conductivity, and axial temperature difference
define the operational characteristics of the heat pipe.
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Fig. 1. Wick heat pipe

2.

Heat Pipe container

The material and geometry of the heat pipe container also must have a high burst
strength, low weight, high thermal conductivity, and low porosity. The most commonly
constructional materials of heat pipes are steels, copper and glass.
2.1. Working Fluid
Using the proper working fluid for a given application is another critical element of
proper heat pipe operation. The working fluid must have good thermal stability properties at
the specified operational temperature and pressure. The operational temperature range of the
working fluid has to lie between its triple point and its critical point for liquid to exist in the
wicking material. The wettability of the working fluid contributes to its capillary pumping and
priming capability. High-surface-tension fluids are commonly used in heat pipes because they
provide the capillary pumping and wetting characteristics necessary for proper operation.
Other desirable thermo-physical properties include a high liquid thermal conductivity, high
latent heat of vaporization, low liquid viscosity, and a low vapor viscosity .
2.2. Wick Structures
The wick structure and working fluid generate the capillary forces required to pump
liquid from the condenser to the evaporator and keep liquid evenly distributed in the wicking
material. Heat pipe wicks can be classified as either homogeneous wicks or composite wicks.
Homogeneous wicks are composed of a single material and configuration. The most common
types of homogeneous wicks include wrapped screen, sintered metal, axial groove, annular,
crescent, and arterial. Composite wicks are composed of two or more materials and
configurations. The most common types of composite wicks include variable screen mesh,
screen-covered groove, screen slab with grooves, and screen tunnel with grooves. Regardless
of the wick configuration, the desired material properties and structural characteristics of heat
pipe wick structures are a high thermal conductivity, high wick porosity, small capillary
radius, and high wick permeability.
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Temper
ature
(°C)

Latent
Heat
(kJ/kg)

Liquid
Density
(kg/m3)

Vapor
Density
(kg/m3)

Liquid
Thermal
Conductivity
(W/m°C)

Liquid
Viscosit
y
(cP)

Vapor
Viscosit
y
(cP,X
102)

Vapor
Pressu
re
(bars)

Vapor
Specific
Heat
(kJ/kg°
C)

Liquid
Surface
Tension
(N/m X
102)

Water
20
40
60
80
100
120
140
160
180
200

2448
2402
2359
2309
2258
2200
2139
2074
2003
1967

998.0
992.1
983.3
972.0
958.0
945.0
928.0
909.0
888.0
865.0

0.02
0.05
0.13
0.29
0.60
1.12
1.99
3.27
5.16
7.87

0.603
0.630
0.649
0.668
0.680
0.682
0.683
0.679
0.669
0.659

1.00
0.65
0.47
0.36
0.28
0.23
0.20
0.17
0.15
0.14

0.96
1.04
1.12
1.19
1.27
1.34
1.41
1.49
1.57
1.65

0.02
0.07
0.20
0.47
1.01
2.02
3.90
6.44
10.04
16.19

1.81
1.89
1.91
1.95
2.01
2.09
2.21
2.38
2.62
2.91

7.28
7.00
6.66
6.26
5.89
5.50
5.06
4.66
4.29
3.89

Tab. 1. Thermo-physical properties of water for wide operating temperature range.

3.

Heat Transfer Limitations

Heat pipes undergo various heat transfer limitations depending on the working fluid, the
wick structure, the dimensions of the heat pipe, and the heat pipe operational temperature. The
next episodes qualitative description of the various heat transfer limitations, which include
vapor-pressure, sonic, entrainment, capillary, and boiling limitations. Graphic dependencies
show that as the operational temperature increases, the maximum heat transfer rate of the heat
pipe is limited by different physical phenomena. As long as the operational heat transfer rate
falls within the shaded region, the heat pipe will function properly.
3.1. Vapor-pressure limitation
The vapor-pressure limitation (or viscous limitation) in heat pipes develops when the
pressure drop in the vapor core reaches the same order of magnitude as the vapor pressure in
the evaporator. Under these conditions, the pressure drop due to flow through the vapor core
creates an extremely low vapor pressure in the condenser preventing vapor from flowing in
the condenser. A general expression for the vapor-pressure limitation is (Dunn and Reay,
1982)

Qvp =

π .rv4 .h fg .ρ v,e .Pv ,e
12.µ v ,e .l eff

.

(1)

3.2. Sonic limitation
The sonic limitation also can occur in heat pipes during start-up at low temperatures. The
low temperature produces a low vapor density, thereby reducing the speed of sound in the
vapor core. Thus, a sufficiently high mass flow rate in the vapor core can cause sonic flow
conditions and generate a shock wave that chokes the flow and restricts the pipes ability to
transfer heat to the condenser. Dunn and Reay (1982) give an expression for the sonic
limitation that agrees very well with experimental data,

Q s = 0,474. Av .h fg .(ρ v .Pv ) .
0,5

(2)
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3.3. Entrainment limitation
The entrainment limitation in heat pipes develops when the vapor mass flow rate is large
enough to shear droplets of liquid off the wick surface causing dry-out in the evaporator. A
conservative estimate of the maximum heat transfer rate due to entrainment of liquid droplets
has been given by Dunn and Reay (1982) as,

 ρ .δ
Qe = Av .h fg . v l
 2.r
 c , ave

0.5


 .



(3)

3.4. Capillary limitation
The capillary limitation in heat pipes occurs when the net capillary forces generated by
the vapor-liquid interfaces in the evaporator and condenser are not large enough to overcome
the frictional pressure losses due to fluid motion. This causes the heat pipe evaporator to dry
out and shuts down the transfer of heat from the evaporator to the condenser. For most heat
pipes, the maximum heat transfer rate due to the capillary limitation can be expressed as (Chi,
1976).
.

Qc =

σ l .ρ l .h fg K . Av
.
µl
l ef

 2
ρ .g.l . cos Ψ 
.
.
− l t

r
σ
l
 c,e


(4)

3.5. Boiling limitation
The boiling limitation in heat pipes occurs when the degree of liquid superheat in the
evaporator is large enough to cause the nucleation of vapor bubbles on the surface of the wick
or the container. Boiling is usually undesirable in heat pipes because local hot spots can
develop in the wick, obstructing the flow of liquid in the evaporator. An expression for the
boiling limitation is (Chi, 1976)
.

Qb =

4.

4π .l eff .λ ef .Tv .σ v  1
1
. −

r
r
rc ,e
h fg .ρ v . ln i  n
re


.



(5)

Experiment

Experiment was developed at 3 types of wick structure water heat pipes to transport of
waste heat from an electronics component. Solutions operating limits of heat pipes are solved
in excel by expression in previous paragraph. Graphic dependencies operating performances
from working temperatures some chosen wick structures of heat pipes are design by excel too.
Parameters of heat pipe and wick structure are in next tables.
evaporator length
adiabatic length
condenser length
total length
effective length
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le
lad
lc
lt
lef

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.3
0.2

[m]
[m]
[m]
[m]
[m]

inner radius
cross - sectional area
axial angle
thermal conductivity
cross - sectional area of
wick structure
vapor core radius

ri
A
Ψ
λm

0.0075
0.000176
90
393

[m]
[m2]
[°]
[W.m-1.K-1]

Ak
rv

0.00000439
0.0065

[m2]
[m]

Tab. 2. Heat pipe parameters.

grooves wick
structure

Screen wick
structure

Sintered wick
structure

groove high
groove width
groove pitch
permeability
effective
radius
wick structure
effective thermal
conductivity
wire diameter
wire width
porosity
permeability
effective
radius
wick structure
effective thermal
conductivity
sphere diameter
porosity
permeability
effective
radius
wick structure
effective thermal
conductivity

h
b
e
K

0.0004
0.0004
0.0004
0.0000000114

[m]
[m]
[m]
[m2]

ref

0.0004

[m]

λef
d
a
e
K

2.066
0.0001
0.00015
0.67
0.000000000226

[W.m-1.K-1]
[m]
[m]
[m]
[m2]

ref

0.000125

[m]

λef
d
e
K

1.287
0.0005
0.5
0.000000000833

[W.m-1.K-1]
[m]
[m]
[m2]

ref

0.64375

[m]

λef

2.589

[W.m-1.K-1]

Tab. 3. Wick structure parameters.
Groove wick structure

5000

250000

4500
4000

200000

3000

150000

2500
2000

100000

Power [W]

Power [W]

3500

1500

cap. limit

1000

50000

500
0

0
0

50

100

150

200

250

Temperature [°C]

son. limit
entr. limit
boil. limit
visc. limit

Fig. 2. Heat pipe with groove wick structure heat transfer limitations
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Screen mash wick structure

5000

Sintred wick structure

250000

9000

4500

2500
2000

100000

1500
1000

50000

500
0

0
0

50

100

150

200

cap. limit

Power [W]

150000

Power [W]

3000

200000

7000
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100000

3000

son. limit

2000

entr. limit

1000

boil. limit

0

250

150000

5000

Power [W]

200000

3500
Power [W]

250000

8000

4000

50000

son. limit
entr. limit

0
0

50

100

150

200

250

visc. limit
Temperature [°C]

cap. limit

Temperature [°C]

boil.limit
visc. limit

Fig. 3. Heat pipe with screen mash wick structure transfer limitation; heat pipe with sintered wick structure.

5.

Conclusion

Graphic dependencies expressly define, who limiting performance influencing total
cooling performance of heat pipe. Generaly limit values depend to heat pipes parameters, wick
structure parameters and thermophysical properties of working fluid. The most highly values
reach viscous limitation and sonic limitation. These limitations reach so high values, that are
not important for influence total heat pipe performance, because is not possible to get so high
total cooling performance by heat pipe. Critical values influencing to heat pipe performance
are values entrainment limitation and capillary limitation. While thermophysical properties of
working fluid influencing entrainment limitation, wick structure influencing capillary
limitation, therefore wick structures and dimensions of heat pipes are design so that factor NG
was maximum. NG factor involves all main diameters and parameters of heat pipes and wick
structure. However we have to be careful because increase permeability and increase pores
dimensions decrease capillary pressure, which is biggest influencing for circulation of the
working fluid. Generally, the capillary limit is the primary maximum heat transport limitation
of heat pipe.
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Abstract. The paper is aimed at the dynamic simulation of the rail vehicle running on an actual track.
The practical computations performance, contact forces, derailment indexes assessment under various
rail head profiles and rails inclinations computational conditions were executed with the help of
MSC.ADAMS /Rail programme package. The vehicle parameters correspond to the four-axle two bogies coach wagon that is known as ERRI Wagon. The railway wheel tread profile data are of
a theoretic ground. The dynamic analysis of vehicle properties was executed with the help of the
programme MSC.ADAMS. The track model as the input parameters was set on the ground of actual
railway stock section in Slovakia.
Keywords: railway vehicle model, multibody system analysis, safety against derailment, simulation
programme package, real track definition.

1.

Introduction

The article focuses on dynamic simulations of rail vehicle running on an actual track.
This topic binds the solution of rail vehicles properties evaluation and special-purpose
utilization of computational technology and specialized programmes in order to reach desired
results – the prediction of dynamic phenomena which control the vehicle behaviour on an
actual track. The purpose of simulation computations is to acquire values, or possibly time or
track dependences of physical quantities which, after a modification, enter mathematical
relations in order to compute proportional quantities which might be considered as directive
and it is possible to compare them mutually in order to acquire the information about the
advantages or disadvantages of their utilization in the given running mode on a track.

2.

Computational model

The computational model consists of a vehicle model, a track model and a wheel/rail
contact module model. The dynamic vehicle model should be as simple as possible but it
should grasp dynamic properties of real mechanic vehicle system in a sufficient amount.
2.1. Wheel / rail interaction
The contact couple wheel/rail has an important influence on kinematical and dynamical
vehicle behaviour on a track. The couple is represented by a running wheel profile and a rail
head profile. The geometrical relation of the wheelset and the rail is characterised by
geometrical characteristics which are primarily defined in [8].
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2.2. Rail vehicle model
From the point of view of a model system type and specification of its parameters, we
deal with a double bogie coach wagon which is known under the name “ERRI Wagon” for the
purpose of the evaluation of dynamic analysis results and for the evaluation of computational
systems in order to analyse dynamics of material systems.

Fig. 1. The scheme of a bogie design – PVD is a primary vertical damper, SYD is a secondary longitudinal damper,
SVD is a secondary lateral damper and BS stands for a bump stop.

The carriage model is equipped with springs and dampers with non-linear characteristics.
Geometrical, weight parameters and flexible joints parameters are identical with vehicle
parameters which are accessible in the verification model MSC.ADAMS/Rail. The coach
wagon has a primary damper as well as secondary one. The wheelset wheels have the wheel
tread surface profile S1002.
FRONT BOGIE (I)
(W1r_front)
11

(W1r_rear)
21

(W1l_front)
12

(W1l_rear)
22

REAR BOGIE (II)
(W2r_front)
11

(W2r_rear)
12

DIRECTION

(W2l_front)
21

W2l_rear
22

Fig. 2. Distribution of positions in a vehicle.

In Fig. 2 there are markings of separate places on the carriage bogies in accordance with the
marking of output signals which one can acquire when depicting output data after the
execution of simulation computations. The ride direction in marked mainly from the reason of
transparency when setting arcs orientations and subsequent results evaluation.
2.3. Track model
The rail profile is UIC60, the standard rail slope is 1:40. For the purpose of analyses, the
rail profile was supplemented by S49 which is on the base of records used when building the
track Šurany-Úľany nad Žitavou (See Fig. 3). The tracking of the track was used as a real rail
when analyzing safety against derailment. All accessible data which concern arcs radii,
installed rail cant and track levelling were put into the computational system. The maximum
speed is 60 km/h on the track. All the calculations are executed at this speed. Safety against
derailment (BPV) was analysed for the rail profile UIC60/1:40, S49/1:40 a S49/1:20.
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Comparing calculations were realized for the installed rails slope 1:20 which represent
the least favourable case from the point of view
of profiles and slopes combinations. The results
given in Fig. 4 represent force courses in the
wheel/rail contact.

3.

Safety against derailment

Safety against derailment is defined as the
guiding and wheel force ratio. The results given
in Fig. 4 represent the force courses in the
wheel/rail contact. For the simplicity of
orientation in the pictures we can specify the
following. The track geometry is depicted in the
lower graph.
•

The vertical axis branded on the left side
gives the overturned value of arcs radii; the
vertical axis on the right side gives the outer
rail cant.

•

The upper half and positive radii values are
valid for right arcs, the lower part and
negative values of arcs coordinate are valid
for left arcs.

•

The vertical distance is numbered from the
bottom in ascending order from zero.

•

In the upper graph, there is a safety against
derailment (BPV) coefficient course which
represents a dimensionless quantity [-].

4.

Conclusion

It is clear from Fig. 4 that the leading wheel of
the first wheelset of the first bogie is the most
loaded wheel when traversing an arc curve. The
formation and transmission of the biggest right
guiding force in the horizontal level appears at
this place. The second wheel of the leading
wheelset shows the wheel force as well as
guiding force loss. At the straight track the wheel
forces stabilized on their nominal values and the
guiding forces approach zero. The forces course
proved that the vehicle moves stably and the
model communicate comprehensibly with the
Fig. 3. The scheme of track shape.
track via their mutual force action. In accordance
with the track courses (shape), it is possible to gain orientation in sizes and directions of acting
forces relatively quickly. The results of sizes and courses of wheel, guiding forces, as well as
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Track curve - R

safety against derailment, are within the allowed limits, the most favourable ratio safety
against derailment (BPV) on this section is for this contact couple configuration at about 0.5
what is less than 1.12 allowed for the ride profile S1002.

Fig. 4. The horizontal track geometry and safety against derailment index evaluation along the track.

The created model allows us to realize further analyses when changing separate vehicle
parameters (flexible joint characteristics), it allows to analyze the acceleration size acting on
the vehicle (passengers, load) and on the base of it, to evaluate passengers comfort and its
change as a consequence of different vehicle parameters.
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Abstract. The numerical computations carried out have enabled particular phases of forming torus
pieces to be analyzed. The performed thermomechanical simulation of the process of extruding the torus
piece has allowed the determination of values that characterize the state of strain, stress and temperature.
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1.

Introduction

The distribution of stresses during the process of extruding the hollow torus is
complex in character. During the extrusion process, the copper charge is deformed and is
subject to the ram pressure force, friction forces and forces associated with die and sizing
bar reactions. Part of these forces deforms the charge, and the other part attempt to block
the movement of metal particle relative to each other and in relation to the die and bar
surfaces. Under the effect of the above-mentioned active and reaction forces, the material
remains in a state of stress. In the analyzed extrusion process, triaxial compression occurs
in the plastic deformation region, owing to which the metal has the best plasticity in these
conditions. A stress pattern exists here, which is the most advantageous in terms of
plasticity, and which includes one tensile strain and two compressive strains. Conditions
occur here, in which the copper under compressive stresses flows in the direction of the
highest stress gradient from the surface of contact of the ram face with the metal, on
which the average stresses reach the highest magnitude, to the ring-shaped die hole, where
on the surface of flowing-out copper the normal stresses attain a zero value.

Fig. 1. The distribution of average stresses
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1.1. Analysis of the state of stress
The distribution of average stresses is illustrated in Fig. 1. During the extrusion of a
copper ring through the die ring-shaped hole compressive stresses occurs in the entire volume
of the material being deformed, which vary in the extrusion direction in a continuous manner
from about -450 MPa to 30 MPa. The value of 30 MPa can be explained by the effect of a
large diameter reduction during extrusion, the occurrence of a dead zone, a particular effect of
metal friction forces in the sizing gap, and, to a small extent, by an additional displacement of
metal particles in the transverse direction; the equalization of particle movement velocities
may give rise to tensile stresses. The average stress on the external surface amounts to approx.
-400 MPa and is higher compared with the stress forming in the zone of contact of copper with
the sizing bar, which is demonstrated in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. The average stress on the external surface

1.2. Analysis of temperature distribution
The simulated extrusion process progressed relatively slowly, with good heat
exchange with the environment. The charge temperature remained constant during the
process, only slightly increasing by 4.80 in the initial phase of extrusion. In this case, we
can regard the process as isothermal.
The presented distribution of stresses can also be related to the changes of
temperature within the die. In the deformation region within the die around the ram,
where a slight increase in temperature is visible, the deformation resistance decreases and
the average stress ranges from -100 to -200 MPa, whereas in the areas near the die
surface, where practically no areas of temperature increase exist, the deformation
resistance is higher and, at the same time, the stress amounts to approx. -440 MPa. In the
free flow area the average stress takes on a negative value, which is advantageous in view
of a possibility of closing possible material defects.
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Maintaining the zero value of the average stress is fully sufficient for attaining plastic
flow stability.
In the considered cases, as shown in the sections of internal stress map in Fig. 3, it is
important to know the stresses in the finished extruded piece in order to assess its
suitability for proper use. Based on the results of extrusion process simulation using the
QForm 3D program, high usefulness of the obtained products can be found. A uniform
stress distribution occurs within the extruded piece walls, which is close to zero.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 3. Internal stress map 1mm, 3mm, 5mm, 7mm

The stability of plastic flow of copper during the formation of a hollow torus extruded
piece is only possible in the case of using proper tool shapes providing the possibility of
forming in the presence of all-side compressive stresses. It has been found based on the
analysis of eccentric extrusion simulation results that these conditions are satisfied by the
eccentric die which forces the metal flow with contribution of sufficiently high average
compressive stress. Based on the simulation results it has been determined that the course of
metal deformation is controlled by the die walls, bar and the ram.
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1.3. Extrusion force
The variations of extrusion forces necessary for extruding toruses during the extrusion
process, as determined by numerical computations, are presented in the diagram in Fig. 5.12
below.

Fig. 4. Extrusion forces

2.

Conclusion

The obtained results confirm the correctness of the boundary conditions taken, and
the obtained distributions of numerically computed parameters should be regarded as
close to reality. In view of the above it can be stated that the computations carried out for
copper are correct and will allow the technology of direct extrusion in dies with
eccentrically shifted sizing holes to be further streamlined.
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Abstract. This article describes alternative feasibility of waste heat or sun energy utilization in cooling
systems. Waste heat is product of power systems or industry, which is usually utilized in winter for
heating systems of householders. The same problem is with energy from sun. Tri-generation is an answer
how to use this heat in summer time and here is place for sorption cooling systems.
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1.

Introduction

Advantage of sorption cooling systems is utilization of thermal energy abundance from
the sun collectors in the summer months or waste heat from energetic systems. Consumption
of energy on heating in the summer time is minimal, but still more often we meet houses,
which are air-conditioned. And here is the consumption of energy not so negligible. Energy
from sun is still for free or why not utilize waste heat.

2.

Working principle of the sorption device

The basic process of cold generation is the compression of a refrigerant fluid, which
causes evaporation of the liquid at low temperatures and pressures and condensation of the
vapour at higher temperatures and pressures. Instead of mechanical compression like in
electrical air-conditioners, thermal driven chillers use thermal energy for the compression of
the fluid. The basic principle of the thermal compression is the ab- or adsorption of the
refrigerant in a liquid or solid material. Whereas absorption chillers use the liquid lithiumbromide in adsorption chillers solid adsorbents like silica gel or zeolites are used. Both
machine has to be operated at very low pressures in a vacuum tight containment [4].
Absorption systems are working with two liquids – coolant and absorbing agent. These
devices are usually working continually. They have five basic parts: evaporator, absorber,
generator (desorber), condenser. Thermal energy to generator is delivered from sun collectors
or is utilized waste heat. Between evaporator and absorber is low pressure and between
generator and condenser is high pressure. Low pressure and high pressure zone divide
between condenser and evaporator throttle and between absorber and generator is inserted
pump. Cool from the evaporator is delivered to air conditioning system. Consumption of
electricity for pump is cca 5% of cumulative energy needed for this system. Coefficient of
performance (COP) at this devices is between 0,3 – 0.7.
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Fig.1.

Absorption cooling system with working pair LiBr/water

Adsorption cooling device are simple construction systems. It is assembled from
evaporator-condenser and absorber-generator. Because the adsorption device is not
continually working, in 1st phase absorber (adsorbent is charged by water vapour) absorb the
vapour from the evaporator is cooling and the cool we can sample to air conditioning system.
In the 2nd phase we need the adsorbent discharge. In this case absorber become to generator
and evaporator become to condenser. Discharge the adsorbent is possible by the heat and in
our case by the solar thermal energy from collector or by the waste heat. By heating of
generator is the adsorbent agent discharged and water vapour is condensed in condenser. If
we need continual working adsorption cooling system, we have to use two adsorber/ desorber.
The first one is charging – heating the adsorbent and desorbing the coolant and second one is
discharging – adsorbing the vapours of coolant and cooling. When is the second one
discharged, is necessary change their function. Then the first one is discharged – adsorbing
and the second one charging by heat- de sorbing.

Fig.2.

3.

Adsorption cooling system

Types of sorption cooling systems

Typical cooling absorption systems are working with pair coolant/ absorbing agent
H2O/LiBr or NH3/H2O. In system H2O/LiBr is H2O coolant and LiBr is absorbing agent. In
systems NH3/H2O is H2O absorbing agent and NH3 is coolant.
One of the most known pairs are zeolits used like adsorbent and some liquid coolant
H2O, methanol, ethanol). Advantage of this pair is price and accessibility. We know the zeolit
like a rock occurred in nature. Cleanness of this zeolit is around 70 %. But 100% zeolit is not
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problem to buy, because is made synthetically. Synthetic zeolit is not only one type [3], zeolits
are used like molecular sieves. Is possible to specify, which one is the best for particular job.
Big advantage of zeolit is using in innumerable cycles and his structure is still the same. Only
for desorption is not good use the temperatures higher than 300°C. [1]
Desorption temperatures are between 160 – 200°C. This temperature is problem at using
in solar cooling systems with conventional solar collector. We have to use concentric or
vacuum collectors. COP at this system is between 0,1- 0,3.
Pair active carbon/methanol is known as well. With system utilizing this pair are used for
ice making, because achieve temperature under zero is not problem. Active carbon is made
synthetically and is not too expensive. Desorption temperatures are between 90°C – 100°C,
what is advantage of this pair, because is not necessary to use some special sun collector, the
usual flat collector is good for this system. But COP of this system is not too high, only
around 0,1.
In this time the most popular adsorbent is silicagel at using with water like coolant.
Silicagel has good properties for the adsorption cooling systems. Desorption temperatures are
around 100°C. Silicagel is neutral to environment and is easy to use it. We no need any special
sun collector and COP is between 0,4 – 0,7.

4.

Conclusion

Efficiency of sorption cooling systems is not comparable with compressor cooling
systems, but advantage of sorption systems is utilization of waste heat or sun heat, what can be
used in tri-generation systems.
We know lot of other pairs adsorbent/ coolant, but these are best for the using in cooling
systems. In present time we are still looking for some new and the better pair.
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Abstract. The paper presents basic roles of emission limits for PC and PDV vehicles with CI engine.
Furthermore, catalytic converter supports and basic characteristic parameters have been shown. Propose
methods of catalytic converter monitoring methods have been described. In the main part of the paper
a new concept of catalytic converter monitoring has been presented and results of tested engine with
experimental catalyticall converter with 200 cpsi support.
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1.

Introduction

The OBD system (On Board Diagnostic system; known in the United States as the OBD
II system and in Europe as the EOBD one) is a set of diagnostic tests and calculation and
decisive procedures which are performed in a real time and are intended as a measure for
evaluation of the emission efficiency and the efficiency of elements responsible for the passive
and active safety of a vehicle.

2.

Analyses of tested catalytic converter with 200 cpsi

In order to determine the effectiveness of the applied catalytic converter for the reduction
of the NOx emission according to the obligatory official certification test ESC some
preliminary examinations of its efficiency under the engine test bend conditions were
performed. Taking the operation nature (character) into consideration the NOx emission in
each phase of the test was analysed [1].
To determine the reduction in the NOx emission the emission measurements were taken
after each catalytic block. The presented results are referred to the NOx concentration values
before the catalytic converter.
Due to the diversified parameters characterising the catalytic converters, which are being
built with the use of the catalytic carriers with different cell densities, the examinations were
performed for the catalytic blocks based on the carriers with a cell density typical for the
compression-ignition engines of 200 cpsi. The application of the catalytic carriers with higher
cell densities was considered inadvisable because of a high resistance of flow of exhaust gases
intensified by the PM emission.
The operation performance of the catalytic converter with the 200 cpsi carrier is similar
in each phase of the test (fig. 1).
In phases II-XIII the catalytic converter was characterized by an effectiveness of the
reduction in the NOx emission of 15%. The analysis of the measuring points shows that from
the point c3 on the reduction in the NOx emission level was constant. That means that the
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catalytic reactor volume is sufficient with reference to the assumed amount of the active layer
deposited on each catalytic block. The ratio of that volume to the engine displacement volume
was 0.76. The analysis of the bibliographic data shows that this ratio values are in the 0.75 1.3.range.
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Fig. 1. Value of NOx concentration during ESC test of catalytically converter with 200 cpsi [1].

The emission measurements in points c6–c8 are considered close to the emission
measured in the point c5. For the discussed points the difference in the NOx concentration was
at the indication error level of the measuring exhaust gas analyser.
The performed analysis shows that the catalytic converter with the 200 cpsi carrier
allows to obtain a satisfactory difference in the voltage signals basing on the NOx
concentration after the third catalytic block. However, it should be noted that the obtained
effectiveness of the catalytic converter for the NOx reduction is unsatisfactory. The average
percentage effectiveness of the discussed catalytic converter in the measuring point c5 was
14%.
The obtained values of the voltages signals (fig. 2) present the levels of nitric oxides
concentrations for the individual test phases. In the whole test the differences in signals from
the examined sensors were found after the third catalytic block at the points U3, U4, U5.
At those points, which were considered as the measuring points after the catalytic
converter, the level of voltage signals was constant. Assuming that the preset working
temperature of the sensors is being maintained this means that the obtained differences in
pressure at the discussed measuring points do not significantly affect the possibility of
obtaining the voltage signals.
It was found that the voltage differences at the points U3–U5 of the discussed catalytic
system with a 200 cpsi carrier are of negligible importance. In the following analysis the
average voltage values for each phase of the test at those points are assumed.
The values of the generated voltage signals in the tested system were in the range from
0.76 to 2.72 mV. The maximum value was found in phase X and the minimum one in phase
VII. The signal values above 2 mV were obtained were obtained for those test phases which
were characterized by loads from the range of 75 to 100% of the maximum torque. Those
values were obtained from the sensor placed before the catalytic converter for phases II, IV,
VIII, X, and XIII and they were of 2.06, 2.27, 2.1, m2.72, 2.06, and 2.09 respectively. It
means that in case of a large volume of the gas reactants in the measuring probe, and thereby
at a higher probability of collisions of particles, an ability of de-pumping the oxygen from the
areas 1 and 2 is high and it results in a high efficiency of initialising the electro-catalytic
decomposition on a rhodium electrode. It can be concluded that for such engine parameters the
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system sensitivity is highest. It can be confirmed by the difference in the voltage signals
generated under such same working conditions of the engine (fig. 3).
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Fig. 2. Distribution of voltage signals during ESC test in measurement points U0–U5 in exhaust pipe with
catalytically converter with 200 cpsi support [1].
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Fig. 3. Difference of voltage signals and NOX concentration during ESC test in measurement points U0 and U5 in
exhaust pipe with catalytically converter with 200 cpsi support [1].

A proper selection of the working parameters of the tested engine is an important
analytical element in the aspect of the diagnostic monitor realisation in the onboard diagnosis
system OBD. Phases II and X are most favourable from the point of view of the exact
representation of the concentration values by voltages signals, however, they refer to the
engine working parameters (n = 2400 rpm and n = 3670 rpm at 100% load) which could not
occur during a typical operation of the vehicle. Similar conclusions can be referred to the
phase VIII. In case of phases XII and XIII the range of loads is smaller and it is 75 and 50%
of the maximum torque.
However, the crankshaft rotational speed is close to the maximum one. Taking the above
analysis into account the most favourable parameters in the aspect of the realisation of the
diagnostic monitor for the discussed system with the 200 cpsi carrier are those of the phase IV
(fig. 4).
The working parameters of this phase reach the values possible to be obtained during the
operation of the vehicle in urban drive. This is confirmed by the ETC test which represents the
operation of the vehicle under different conditions. The operating parameters for the phase IV
occur in that part of the test which represents operating the vehicle in urban drive. At this
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n, M 0 [%]

stage of the ETC test the working parameters of 75% of the maximum crankshaft rotational
speed and the maximum load are reached for 15 times. In case of phases II and X such
parameters in urban drive (in turn: Mo = 100%, n = 58%; Mo = 100%, n = 89%) are reached
only twice.
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Fig. 4. Part of ETC test realization on test bad with presents using vehicle in urban driving; red line characterize
parameters of runnig engine in part IV of ESC test [1].

In this connection it can be stated that the phase IV, in the aspect of the voltage signals
generation and the possibility of starting the realisation of the diagnostic monitor, is most
convenient for the described catalytic system and the engine which is subject to the test.

3.

Conclusion

On the basis of the performed examinations and obtained test results the following
conclusions can be drawn:
1. The analysis of the NOx concentrations in exhaust gas from the compression-ignition
engine can be based on the indications of the voltage probes with the modified
electrodes of the oxygen pump;
2. The application of the reduction conditions in the voltage probes using the nitrogen
oxides reduction by the electro-catalytic way depends on the exhaust gas parameters,
the values of which change depending on the rotational crankshaft speed and engine
load. For this reason obtaining the diagnostic signal for the whole engine operation
range is impossible. The control of the correctness of the catalyst operation regarding
the nitrogen oxides reduction can be realised for the defined operating parameters of
the tested engine.
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Abstract. A visual inspection of outside defects on brake discs is one of many activities made during
overhaul of rail cars in accordance to technical and operational documentation. On this inspection
outside defects on the disc caused by, among others, hitting by break stones are checked as well as
thermal cracks on the friction surface and foreign matters in the ventilation canals [2].
The purpose of this article is to present the results of stationary tests with the disc brake with closed vane
area by stimulating the presence of foreign matters in the ventilation canal.
Keywords: disc brake, ventilation canals, disc temperature, friction coefficient.

1. Introduction
Because of higher and higher speed, in most of rail vehicles disc brake is the prime
operating brake. As distinguished from a traditional block brake, a disc brake thanks to better
discharge of braking heat into the environment enables realization of stronger single pressures
on the brake disc and obtaining bigger braking couple. The condition of quick exchange of
braking energy into heat is strictly contingent upon impurities in inner ventilation canals and
presence of break stones or other foreign matters in vane space of the disc. The concentration
of heat energy on the brake disc has an effect on deterioration of braking process, what in
extreme cases may lead to loss of braking power. During overhauls of braking systems in cars
in accordance with technical and operation documentation, particular attention is paid to
impurities and presence of foreign matters in ventilation canals of the disc.
The purpose of stationary tests was to determine selected characteristics of braking
process on the brake disc with closed vane space by stimulating presence of foreign matters in
ventilation canals.

2. Methodology and object of research
The tests were carried at an inertial station for testing rail vehicles brakes. A brake disc
type 610x110 with ventilation vans and a set of matched brake linings type 200 FR20H.2 35
mm thick were the object of the test. Research program C (fast drive) was applied for the tests,
according to [1] brakings were performed at speed of 120, 160 and 200 km/h, with lining
pressure of 44 kN to the disc and braking mass of 7,5 t per disc. Disc temperature in the whole
range of braking time was registered by six thermocouples; three of them were mounted on
two sides of the disc and placed every 120º on three rays. The presence of foreign matters in
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the area between the vanes was simulated by placing a band clamp on ventilation vanes. The
way how the ventilation areas were covered is presented in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Placing a band clamp on brake disc type 610×110: 1-brake disc, 2- right and left part of the band clamp.

Before main tests were carried out a series of identification tests had been made on the
disc with open ventilation canals, thanks to which undisturbed flow of cooling was provided.
For each speed at the beginning of braking eight repetitions of braking were performed.

3. Analysis of tests results
During tests the following parameters were measured: disc temperature at stoppage
Fig. 2, average friction coefficient Fig. 3 and time of disc cooling to 60 ºC Fig. 4. Disc cooling
was realized by simulating a car run at 100 km/h.

Fig. 2. Distribution of average temperature of brake disc type 610×110.
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Fig. 3. Flow of average friction coefficient.

Fig. 4. Flow of cooling time of brake disc at 600rpm (100km/h) after stoppage braking

Brakings of a disc with covered ventilation vanes could lead to a change in the structure
of the material as a result of strong thermal load. On the friction surface of the disc
overheating occurred in a form of two rings in the area of inner and outer diameter of the disc.
Discoloration of the friction area was observed yet after six brakings (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5. View of the disc after series of brakings with covered ventilation vanes with visible surface overheating in
a form of two rings of various diameters

During brakings on the disc with covered vane area, on one of the thermocouples
overflow of temporary disc temperature over 400 °C was registered and reached scope
between 403÷417 °C. According to [1] brake discs of rail vehicle on brakings should not reach
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temporary temperature over 400 °C, because this causes disc deformation and loss of required
resistance and flexibility.

4. Conclusion
After stationary tests it was found that covering the vane area simulating the presence of
foreign matters between vanes has no substantial influence on temperature measured at
stoppage and the value of friction coefficient in comparison to a disc with undisturbed
ventilation. The changes in temperature and friction coefficient are contained in statistical
error. The change in disc temperature with open and closed vane area has not been noticed,
which may stem from long period of breaking heat discharge into the environment against
time of singular braking, what was described in [3]. However, covering vane has significant
influence on cooling time of the disc after braking. A disc ventilated during car run with a
simulated speed of 100 km/h cools by 25÷40 % faster then a covered disc depending on speed
at the beginning of braking.
Further usage of a disc with closed vane area because of longer cooling times may be the
reason of faster disc wear as a result of strong heat load. On the friction surface of the disc
discolors occur in a form of rings of various diameter. In further tests an analysis of disc
material structure caused by overheating of friction area of the disc is planned.
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Abstract. This article describes the status of actual noise reduction methods in freight railway traffic. It
shows the policies of different organizations which are relevant in railway business and also represents
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1.

Introduction

Freight trains are a strong source of noise emissions. Since the development of railway
networks in Europe, the number of trains running on them constantly grew as a result to the
industry and population growth.
The main sources of noise are currently used braking components on rolling stock (cast
iron brake blocks, in the following as CI-blocks) and rolling noise (especially in sharp curves,
where also the “squeezing” noise appears).

2.

EU noise precautions
As seen on Fig. 1, main railways are hot spots for noise emissions.

Fig. 1. Noise emissions from major railway lines in Germany at night.
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Thus the figure presents Germany; the situation is similar in every EU-country. The EU
had to find a way how to reduce noise emissions from freight trains without jeopardising the
competitiveness of rail transport. To do so, the EU was considering the measurement, which
had the highest cost-effectiveness and health benefits ratio. The policy keeps following these
major theses:
 Priority of rolling noise as the most predominant type of noise
 Freight wagons as most important source
 “Smooth wheels on smooth tracks”
 Noise emission limits for new vehicles
 Additional measures for the existing fleet
 Need for contributions of all relevant stakeholders to a common European strategy to
reduce rail noise
 Need for development of affordable technologies to reduce noise at its source
Keeping these theses in mind, the measures at the source of the noise (rolling stock based
measures) were identified more expensive than infrastructure based measures (such as noise
barriers and insulating windows) as the retrofitting costs are estimated between 180 million to
1.8 billion Euros. The stakeholders do not have sufficient incentives, resources or direct
influence to implement such cost-effective retrofitting programmes.
Yet, the EU released the Directive 2002/49/EC (Environmental Noise Directive, END).
Also the Technical Specification of Interoperability (TSI) adopted in 2002 is setting noise
emission limits for rolling stock. These are again opening the problem of retrofitting since the
older rolling stock also has to fulfil the requirements of the directives mentioned above and is
also a major contributor to noise emissions (Fig. 2 and Fig. 3).

Fig. 2. Mileage of wagons and their contribution to the overall noise emission.

Fig. 3. Age distribution of European freight wagons
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The EU estimates, that there are about 360.000 wagons to be retrofitted in the 27 EU
states, Switzerland and Norway.
Considering all the aspects the EU has made following conclusions to the noise
reduction:
 European legal framework completed since December 2005
 Adoption of Communication of the European Commission in March 2008
 Additional measures at the source required: Retrofitting of freight wagons with lownoise brake blocks
 Keep ongoing study on impacts of policy options
 Need for clarification of the availability of affordable technical solutions and
homologation procedures [1].

3.

UIC measures

The UIC has started its own action programme in cooperation with the EU. The UIC
action programme is divided into three work packages:
 Technology
 Funding and financing
 Communication and consensus finding
Technology

According to the UIC, the freight railway operation has to meet two basic requirements:
 Increase of railway traffic
 Reduce environmental impacts
The frameworks of action are the new legal aspects like the above mentioned TSI and
END, but also the national legislations, like noise reduction action plans worked out by the
local authorities, legislations based on noise reception limit values for new and upgraded lines
in all European states and legislations suggested by residents challenging rail freight traffic
along highly frequented corridors.
The UIC is also doing researches and came to the conclusion, that the railway noise is
basically caused by rough wheels rolling on rough tracks, which corresponds with the theses
mentioned in Chapter 2. The wheel roughness of freight wagons comes from CI-blocks
rubbing the bearing surface of the wheel (Fig. 5). On the other hand, composite brake blocks
keep the bearing surface of the wheel smooth and thus are reducing noise emissions (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Wheel using a composite block

Fig. 5.

Wheel using a CI-block

Measurements are showing, that the noise reduction of a composite brake shoe “K”-type
is 8-10 dB(A) – at this level the perceived noise is even halved. The noise reduction of “LL”type is approximately of the same level.
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As mentioned in Chapter 2 retrofitting is one of the most expensive measures in noise
reduction, yet unequally to infrastructure measures, by retrofitting the whole net benefits from
“low-noise” freight trains. At least in Belgium, in the Netherlands and in Germany the
transport on rail to and from the harbours through populated areas will increase considerably
until 2015. Without silent trains the necessary improvements of the capacity of the corridors
will not be realized. Also, by that time almost 20% of the wagons will be newly purchased and
more than 50% of the existing wagons should be retrofitted.
The conclusion of this package is that the technology of composite brake blocks is
available and allows a significant reduction of rail freight noise emissions at the source.
Funding and financing
Although retrofitting may be more expensive than infrastructure based measures, the
cost-effectiveness to health benefits ratio is very satisfying and – as mentioned above – silent
rolling stock is a benefit for the whole infrastructure. Fig. 6 presents an UIC study to the costs
of various measures in relation to people living under 60 dB(A) noise caused by freight rail
traffic.

Fig. 6. Cost-Benefit-Analyses study results.

 On European level:
o New Financial Instrument for the Environment, in force since June 2007
(LIFE+), which could finance pilot projects to railways via environmental
agencies.
o Cohesion funds, which could finance retrofitting in regions designated for
development.
 On national level:
o Redirecting financial streams from noise screen construction to retrofitting
rolling stock.
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Fig. 7. Redirecting financial streams.

The diagram on Fig. 7 shows possible savings implementing retrofitting into the action
plans made due the END (Chapter 2).
The conclusion of this package is that the EU countries spend a lot of money for
infrastructure based measures. Instead, retrofitting would be more efficient at the same effect.
Incentives for retrofitting have to be set.
Communication and consensus finding
The EU-Commission is about to propose instruments to reduce noise emissions of rolling
stock, especially using retrofitting. European rail freight companies have reached consensus
that retrofitting with composite brake blocks is the best option available to reduce noise
emissions and a dialog between rail companies and wagon owners has been established. UIC
members also have started national activities.
The conclusion of this package is that the railway companies and politicians have
reached a consensus on the need to act. Now a consensus has to be found how to start the
retrofitting process as soon as possible [2].

4.

Noise reduction activities in Europe

EU-countries have started the noise reduction programmes on their own. While most of
the countries like Norway, Sweden, Denmark, United Kingdom, France, Belgium, Austria,
Poland and Slovakia are building noise barriers, some countries are doing combined measures.
These countries are Netherlands, where track absorbers are being installed and also rolling
stock is being retrofitted, Germany, where retrofitting, noise barriers and insulated house
windows are being installed and Switzerland is also combining retrofitting with noise barriers.
The reasons why countries tend to use infrastructure measures (noise barriers) are listed
below:
 Organizational obstacles: Separation of infrastructure and operation vs. noise is emitted
from the whole system – operators and wagon owners is a complex system –
infrastructure is simpler.
 Political obstacles: Local vs. global solutions – politicians are elected locally – return
of investment for global solution is unclear.
 Legislative obstacles: Do EU-states aid rules applying retrofitting ? – national
legislation: e.g. Italy.
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 Philosophical obstacles: Symptoms vs. cause – individual comfort in short run vs.
better solutions for everybody in long run.
 Incentives mainly for noise barriers: Local politics – included in budget of projects –
“state of the art” – retrofitting may increase cost of operation.
 Lobbying support for noise barriers: Construction industry lobbies for noise barriers –
road lobby against direct subsidies of railway operators.
The conclusions are, that current funding has to be redirected, because the savings from
retrofitting are bigger if retrofitting starts sooner. Also EU or government support is needed
[3].

5.

Conclusion

The article draws the actual problems in noise emission near. It presented some solutions
and conclusions what has to be done if the current noise levels and invested funds have to be
reduced.
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1.

Introduction

The fatigue crack of materials is one of the most frequent reasons of termination of
mechanical parts and machines. The consequence of this fact is rising importance of
monitoring of fatigue process, while fatigue behaviors of materials are the most considering
factor in the design procedure to assure the safety and reliability of mechanical parts and
constructions.
It is possible to say that prediction methods [1, 2] for the fatigue life of mechanical parts
are subject of broad research and they have been published in many publications, but the
results of these methods have not be found for practical applications and they are not regarded
as universal yet. For this reason it is necessary to keep up the progress of these methods but
also methods of fatigue testing of materials to make initial conditions for numerical
computation of fatigue life by the prediction methods.
However, one factor of fatigue process must be considered. Many publications deal with
researching of fatigue behaviors, but the most of them deal only with uniaxial fatigue testing.
The problem of properly performing the fatigue assessment is further complicated by the fact
that such failures are, in general, caused by multiaxial loadings. While the methods suitable
for assessing components under uniaxial fatigue loading have already been investigated in
deeply over the last century, the multiaxial fatigue criteria have not reached a satisfactory level
yet, especially when variable amplitude loadings are involved [3].

2. Multiaxial fatigue testing
The fatigue loading system for testing specimens by combined bending-torsion loading,
which is the subject of this paper, has been documented and published [4]. Generation of
combined cyclic loading can be showed on Fig. 1. It is necessary to suggest that bending and
torsion loading is independent from one another and also their measuring and control units are
separate.
If we approximate loading by constant force which equals to the amplitude of loading force,
then we can draw the concept of bending loading system by schema at Fig. 2. As a result on
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that, computed stress approximately equals to the amplitude of stress in the case of bending
and also torsion.

Fig. 1. Multiaxial fatigue cyclic loading system.

Fig. 2. Scheme of the cyclic bending loading system.

Fig. 3. Simplified schema of the cyclic bending loading system with the design of specimen.

Fig. 4. Design of the specimens contraction
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Fig. 7. Distribution of the shear stress from torsion

The simplified schema on Fig. 3 is the case of the static undetermined bend and its
solution is a bit complicated because the cross section of the specimen has a contraction in the
middle of the length as it is shown at Fig. 4. Its solution is shown at Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. The
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torsion loading system is simpler because the distribution of torque is constant for the whole
length of specimen and only the shear stress is depends on the cross section of the specimen
(Fig. 7). The distribution of the equivalent von Mises stress from the combined bending and
torsion loading is shown at Fig. 8 if the single loadings are in the phase.
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Fig. 8. Distribution of the equivalent von Mises stress

3. Conclusion
The stress distribution at the multiaxial cyclic loading has been analyzed for both cases
separately as well as the combined loading if single loadings are in the phase. But we must
remember that it is only a linear solution of this problem and it serves the purpose of design of
specimen's geometry. The exact analysis require to using the final element method.
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